
  
 
Review of the Emergency Services Levy – Draft report 
 
Template: Local Government position on recommendations 
 

WALGA are facilitating a response to the ERA’s draft report on the Review of the Emergency Services Levy on behalf 
of members.  The first phase of consultation saw over 80% of councils participate and WALGA encourages Local 
Governments to again support the development of a sector position on the recommendations contained within the 
draft report.   
 

 
 
Instructions: 
 

• The following template lists all the recommendations from the report.  

• The templates have been prefilled with a suggested position based on survey results from the first phase of consultation and previous 
submissions where a sector position was reached (i.e. DFES Concept Paper - Review of the Emergency Services Acts).   

• Each recommendation also has a WALGA comment. 

• Local Governments are requested to respond in the shaded boxes your position and where necessary provide further comments.  For 
example:  

 

Recommendation 3 - The agency that advises 
the Minister for Emergency Services on ESL 
revenue and rates should not benefit from the 
ESL. (Chapter 8) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA support this recommendation as an important step to improve the 
transparency of the ESL funding distribution, and to restore confidence in the 
system. 
 

Local Government position  Support Local Government comment: It is critical that the agency allocating 
the ESL does not benefit from the ESL.   
 

 

WALGA requires all templates completed and returned by C.O.B 26 JULY 2017 to mpexton@walga.asn.au 
 
WALGA will then collate and analyse the responses to prepare a submission to the ERA by the closing date for public submission on 11 AUGUST 2017. 
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Local Government Name : Shire of Collie 

Completed by: Allison Fergie, Director Corporate Services 

Contact email :  allison.fergie@collie.wa.gov.au 

Contact Number: 08 9734 9021 

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS SUGGESTED 
POSITION 

WALGA COMMENT 

Recommendation 1 - Basic Structure of the ESL 
system should be retained. (Ch6) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports the Economic Regulation Authority (ERA)’s assessment of the ESL structure 
against the key taxation principles of Equity, Efficiency and Fairness.  
While the ERA notes that the ESL is effective to the extent that it raises sufficient revenue to 
fund services because it is set by Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES)’ budget 
each year, WALGA considers that additional investigation is necessary to ensure that the 
required level of revenue set by DFES is appropriate. WALGA considers that this is not likely 
to be the case, given that significant emergency management activities which meet the 
criteria for funding under the ERA’s proposed framework (e.g. prevention activities) funded 
by Local Government from their own revenues.  
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: Cross subsidisation is an important feature of the current ESL 
model to ensure that smaller LG’s retain capacity.  The option to move towards risk ratings 
may have implications for insurances within the rated areas or locations. 
 

Recommendation 2 - Gross rental value should 
be retained as the basis for calculating ESL 
rates. (Chapter 6) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA members had raised the possibility of using Unimproved Value on some land areas 
and sought further investigation of the viability of this method by the ERA. WALGA accepts 
the findings of the ERA report that GRV remains the most appropriate method. 
 
It is recognised that Unimproved Value is less equitable than other bases, since it does not 
take capacity to pay into account (on the basis that people with buildings and other property 
improvements will generally have a greater capacity to pay). Additionally, it ignores the fact 
that property owners with buildings and other property improvements also have more 
assets at risk. 
 
WALGA also accepts that GRV is integrated with Local Government rating systems and 
therefore reduces administration costs.   
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
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Recommendation 3 - The agency that advises 
the Minister for Emergency Services on ESL 
revenue and rates should not benefit from the 
ESL. (Chapter 8) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA support this recommendation as an important step to improve the transparency of 
the ESL funding distribution, and to restore confidence in the system. 
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 4 - The Office of Emergency 
Management should be given the oversight 
functions for advising the Minister for 
Emergency Services on the amount of ESL 
revenue required, and the ESL rates. (Chapter 8) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports the Office of Emergency Management (OEM) assuming the role of advisory 
to the Minister for the ESL. The OEM is an appropriate body for this function to the extent 
that it is independent (as per recommendation 5 below), and can provide sector expertise in 
considering funding allocations and requirements.  The Local Government sector will be 
interested to know if the OEM will be the single point of contact or will DFES still maintain 
the Local Government Grants Scheme? 
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: If the OEM was given the role of administering ESL, there is 
currently a network of DEMA’s (District Emergency Management Advisors) that could 
provide the single point of contact for LGs in relation to ESL funding that may provide a 
conduit between LG, DFES and OEM. 
 

Recommendation 5 - The Office of Emergency 
Management should be made independent of 
the Department of Fire and Emergency Services. 
It should report directly to the Minister for 
Emergency Services rather than the Fire and 
Emergency Services Commissioner. (Chapter 8) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports the independence of the OEM to support recommendation 4.  This will also 
have other benefits for the Emergency Management (EM) sector with assurance and other 
functions being able to be undertaken by the OEM in a fully transparent environment.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: If OEM is made completely independent of DFES with a 
‘governing body in Emergency Management’ role, consideration should be given to the 
reporting requirements of other HMA (Hazard Management Authorities) such as Police, 
Brookfield, Health, DAFWA, Transport, etc so that the OEM has a strong all hazards approach 
to Emergency Management in Western Australia.  
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Recommendation 6 – the Office of Emergency 
Management should oversee how the 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services  
(and a rural fire service if established): 
a) Allocates ESL funds to stakeholders; and 
b) Spends its share of the ESL funds (Chapter 

8) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA have advocated for ten years that the ESL should not be administered by the agency 
who is also a beneficiary.  WALGA support that the OEM should oversee how the DFES (and 
a rural fire service if established): 

a) Allocates the ESL funds 
b) Spends its share of the ESL funds. 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 7 – The Office of Emergency 
Management should be the body of appeal for 
ESL related issues, and the Fire and Emergency 
Services Commissioner’s appeal role should be 
revoked. (Chapter 8)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA support the OEM being the body of appeals for ESL related issues, creating 
independence from DFES and ensuring total transparency and confidence in the appeals 
system. 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 8 – The Department of 
Treasury should undertake a review of the 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services’ 
structure, resources and administration costs to 
determine whether services are efficiently 
delivered. (Chapter 8) 

SUPPORT 
 

Ensuring efficient service delivery is an important starting point to determine the 
appropriate level of ESL funding required. Improving the efficiency of DFES service delivery 
may mean that additional emergency services activities that are currently funded from Local 
Government’s own revenue could be funded without raising the existing rate of the ESL. 

In consultation with members, there was overwhelmingly support for greater transparency 

around the administration and distribution of the ESL. Many respondents believed that all 

information should be made public.  

Some options to improve processes included auditing, annual reporting, or independent 

review. 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 9 - The ESL should be used to 
fund prevention undertaken by the Department 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation to the extent that the Local Government Grants 
Manual is reviewed including the current eligible and ineligible items lists.     
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of Fire and Emergency Services, bush fire 
brigades and State Emergency Service units that 
have community-wide benefits or which involve 
coordination of prevention across land tenures. 
(Chapter 3) 

 
The ERA have provided the following examples of prevention activities that might be funded 
by the ESL: 

• prevention planning – for example, undertaking risk assessments, the development 
of plans for conducting prevention, and developing and maintaining tenure-blind 
databases on where prevention activities need to be conducted;  

• oversight – such as covering the costs of ensuring that property owners are 
complying with their legal obligations; and  

• public infrastructure – providing infrastructure that protects communities at large 
(for example, community bushfire shelters), but not infrastructure that solely 
protects individual properties.  

 
Members are requested to provide examples from the sector on specific activities that 
would meet this criterion. 
 

Local Government position  PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT 

Local Government comment: To fund prevention, compliance and infrastructure for 
community preparedness would result in significant costs and greatly increasing the levy 
requirement to cover such costs.  This has the potential to undermine the current system 
and levels of general community support.  Bushfire shelters as provided as an example 
above may contradict the message to ‘leave early’. 
 

Recommendation 10 - The ESL should be used 
to fund the preparedness activities of the 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services, the 
bush fire brigades and State Emergency Service 
units that have community-wide benefits. 
(Chapter 3)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation to the extent that the Local Government Grants 
manual is reviewed including the current eligible and ineligible items lists.    The ERA have 
recommended that the ESL should fund preparedness activities of the Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services, the Bush Fire Brigades and State Emergency Service units that have 
community-wide benefits including: emergency response plans, mutual aid agreements, 
public education and information and community refuge shelters.   
 
Further clarity on the agencies/organisations responsible for these activities is required.  
 

Local Government position  PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT  
 

Local Government comment: The ESL should not cover response planning as this is the 
responsibility of the HMA. It would be inequitable for ESL to be used to cover fire response 
planning but provide no provision for the funding to be used for other hazard response 
planning for which DFES is not the HMA.   
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Consideration in the preparation of Local Emergency Management Arrangements and Local 
Recovery Plans that are documents designed to have an ‘all hazards all agencies’ approach 
at the community level should be funded by the ESL 
 

Recommendation 11 - The ESL should be used 
to fund the response activities of the 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services, the 
bush fire brigades and State Emergency Service 
units. (Chapter 3) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation. While it is important that the landholders retain 
responsibility for prevention activities that deliver a private benefit, there is a need for 
funding to support the broader prevention activities such as coordination and community 
education. To achieve the benefits of a hypothecated tax, it is important that the ESL is set at 
a level that funds all emergency management activities as outlined in the reports 
introduction.  
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 12 - The ESL should not be 
used to fund the costs of recovery. (Ch3) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation, given that recovery needs are ad-hoc in nature. 
Additional comment - Recovery for major disasters should be funded from state and 
national revenue. 
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 
 

Recommendation 13 - The ESL should be used 
to fund the administration costs of the 
Department Fire and Emergency Services. 
(Chapter 3) 

PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT 

WALGA partially supports this to the extent that recommendation 8 is accepted and 
implemented.  This would allow the Department of Treasury to undertake a review of the 
DFES structure, resources, and administration costs to determine whether services are being 
efficiently delivered. With the current findings of where ESL funds are going within DFES, the 
Local Government sector need assurance that the most important activities are being 
funded including administrative activities and at what cost.   
 

Local Government position  PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT 

Local Government comment: 

• Agree that support should be conditional on implementation of Recommendation 8. 
 

Recommendation 14 – The ESL should be used 
to fund the full costs of the Community 
Emergency Services Managers in local 

PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT  

Greater clarity on the responsibilities of the Community Emergency Services Manager 
(CESM) in its support of Local Governments would be required before support would be 
granted for this recommendation.  Local Governments have mixed views on the role and 
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government.  However, it should not be used to 
fund the broader emergency service and 
management responsibilities of local 
government or the administration costs linked 
to bush fire brigades and State Emergency 
Service units.  (Chapter 3) 

value of the CESM with some Local Governments no longer supporting the program, 
withdrawing their portion of funding from this arrangement.  Conversely some Local 
Governments within the program rely on the CESM to undertake a number of activities 
required of Local Governments.   
 
Table 29 and table 30 (pages 242 and 243) of the ERAs report, highlight that some CESMs are 
currently fully funded by the ERA and others are funded through cost sharing between Local 
Governments and DFES.  There needs to be a consistent approach and standardised 
responsibilities, with clearly articulated expectations of this role, before, during and 
following an emergency.  
 
Should the full cost of the CESM be funded by the ESL there would need to be very clear 
guidelines as to the management of CESMs i.e. a CESM allocated to a Local Government or 
shared between Local Governments must serve those local governments exclusively. 
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 

• Council position is that the CESM should be fully funded by the ESL. 

• There should be consistency between local governments on the responsibilities and 
the expectations of the role of the CESM.    

• CESM’s should not be shared across any more than 3 LGs with a preference of 2 LG’s 

• CESM’s should have a clear response capability and responsibility  

• CESM’s should have both DFES and LG component to the role and supported by both 
organisations to enable the CESM to provide conduit between both organisations 
and enable effective advocacy on behalf of BFB’s   

Recommendation 15 - The Office of Emergency 
Management should compensate local 
government for the cost of collecting ESL 
revenue (including the costs of recovering 
unpaid debts and any ESL revenue that cannot 
be recovered). (Chapter 8) 
 

SUPPORT Local Government’s preference is not to collect the ESL on behalf of the State Government, 
due to the issues with community perceptions (many think it is a Local Government tax) and 
the considerable administrative costs that this imposes. It is however recognised that there 
are significant efficiency gains from including the ESL on Local Governments rates notices, 
and that this minimises the overall costs to the taxpayer as a result. If Local Governments 
are to continue to collect ESL revenue, WALGA supports the recommendation that the 
sector should be fully compensated for these costs, including the costs associated with 
collection of unpaid debts. This compensation should be regularly reviewed and indexed to 
an appropriate level to ensure the real value of compensation to the sector for this function 
is maintained. 
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Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 16. - If a rural fire service is 
established, the ESL should be used to fund the 
efficient costs of: 

a. response activities;  
b. prevention and preparedness activities 

that have community wide benefits; 
and  

c. the administration costs of the rural fire 
service. (Chapter 7) 

 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation. The ESL is a hypothecated tax, and therefore to 
achieve the benefits of this it should be used to fund all emergency management activities, 
including the rural fire service. 
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: If an RFS is to be established, Government revenue and not ESL 
should fund the initial establishment costs. 
 

Recommendation 17 – New emergency services 
legislation should clarify the extent to which the 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services and 
local governments are obliged to undertake 
prevention activities, and whether these 
activities may be funded from the ESL. (Chapter 
3) 

PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT 

Page 56 of the ERA report offers that ‘new emergency services legislation could address 
barriers to expenditure on prevention, by clarifying the responsibilities of DFES and Local 
Government (see point 1 in comment).  
 
WALGA’s submission to DFES on the Concept Paper: Review of Emergency Services Acts (June 
2014) partially supported this concept raising concerns of the cost implications on Local 
Government being assessed prior to legislative changes, that State government agencies 
should also have clear responsibilities articulated in legislation, including ‘their obligations to 
take practicable steps to prevent and minimise the occurrence and /or spread of bushfires or 
other natural hazards on any land directly under its control, care or management’.  
Furthermore, a definition for ‘any land directly under its control, care or management’ 
would need to be clarified, including responsibility for Crown land, and responsibilities for 
gazetted town boundaries.  (WALGA submission Concept Paper: Review of Emergency 
Services Acts (June 2014), part 2, pg.5) 
 

Local Government position  PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT 

Local Government comment:  

• Agree with WALGA submission that there are concerns regarding cost implications 
for local government. 
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• Include other agencies with prevention such as Parks and Wildlife and Department 
of Water that have significant land tenure. 

• Responsibilities of State government agencies for Crown land should be clearly 
articulated. 

 

METHOD FOR SETTING THE ESL 

Recommendation 18 - Grouping of properties 
should be discontinued for the purpose of 
calculating the ESL. (Chapter 6) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation as a way to reduce inequity within the system. In the 
short term, it will impose additional costs on some landowners and further investigation is 
needed to determine whether transition arrangements will be required to phase in this 
approach. 
 
It is noted that abolishing grouping of properties would likely deliver a reduction in the ESL 
rates overall. However, there will be short term costs as Landgate is required to amend the 
property rolls provided to DFES, to ensure that no properties are grouped for the purpose of 
the ESL. This cost should be borne by the State Government and not passed onto Local 
Government.  
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 19 - A levy on boat 
registrations should be introduced to fund the 
direct costs of the Volunteer Marine Rescue 
Services. (Chapter 6) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation, to the extent that the Volunteer Marine Rescue 
Services is used by only a small proportion of the community. This recommendation will 
improve equity through the principle of user pays, by better aligning those who use the 
service with those that pay for it.  
 

Local Government position  NOT 
SUPPORTED 

Local Government comment: 

• There are many instances where emergency services are funded by those that don’t 
utilise the service, and boat owners should not be singled out. 

• Marine Rescue Services are also available to non-boat owners, and boats are utilised 
in other circumstances such as evacuations. 

Recommendation 20. Road crash rescue 
services should continue to be funded from the 
ESL. (Chapter 6)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports road crash rescue to continue to be funded from the ESL.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
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Recommendation 21. Landgate should conduct 
another review of land classifications in the 
Swan Valley to ensure that vineyards are 
classified appropriately. (Chapter 6) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation to the extent that it improves the land classifications 
and allows the appropriate costs to be applied under the ESL.  

Local Government position  NO 
POSITION 

Local Government comment: 
 

DECISION MAKING FRAMEWORK 

Recommendation 22. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should implement 
activity based costing to allow for robust 
analysis. (Chapter 5)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process and recognise that this is a decision for DFES 
and State government.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 23. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should use its cost and 
incident data to determine the direct costs of 
providing emergency services to each of the five 
ESL categories. (Chapter 6)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process and recognise that this is a decision for DFES 
and State government.   

Local Government position   NOT 
SUPPORTED  

Local Government comment: Incident data is not a reliable tool for the determination for 
provision of service and serves as a disincentive for implementing mitigation, improved 
mitigation leads to less incidents and loss of services. 
Majority of incident data is metro based with many country LG’s recording less than 50 
incidents each year.  
 

Recommendation 24. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should implement the 
ISO 31000 standard across its business 
activities. (Chapter 5)  

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process and recognise that this is a decision for DFES 
and government.  Further WALGA suggests that the ISO 31000 standard should also apply to 
the Risk to Resource (R2R) process used by DFES to allocate appliances under the Local 
Government Grants Scheme. 
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Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 25. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should finalise and 
implement the Capability Framework. (Chapter 
5)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process and recognise that this is a decision for DFES 
and State government.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 26. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should require cost-
benefit analysis to be prepared for all major 
funding allocation decisions. (Chapter 5)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process and recognise that this is a decision for DFES 
and government.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 

• The recommendation is supported provided consideration is given to the extent to 
which it is possible to provide the cost-benefit analysis. 

Recommendation 27. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should require post-
project cost-benefit reviews to be presented to 
senior decision-makers to enable assessment of 
the effectiveness of past decisions. (Chapter 5)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process and recognise that this is a decision for DFES 
and State government.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 

• The recommendation is supported provided consideration is given to the extent to 
which it is possible to provide the cost-benefit analysis and review. 

Recommendation 28. Grants manuals should be 
made consistent between all volunteer 
organisations where it makes sense to do so. 
(Chapter 8) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation to ensure consistency and equity amongst all 
volunteer groups to support emergency management arrangements within the state.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: Clarification on volunteer groups to be VFRS, BFB, VES, VRMS 
& SES and not others involved in emergency management.   
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SETTING ESL RATES 

Recommendation 29. The Office of Emergency 
Management should consult stakeholders 
when:  
a. determining the ESL revenue to be allocated 
to stakeholders; and  
b. advising the Minister for Emergency Services 
on ESL revenue and rates. (Chapter 8)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process.    

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 30. The Office of Emergency 
Management should prepare a report to the 
Minister for Emergency Services recommending 
total ESL revenue and rates. The Minister 
should table the report in Parliament within 28 
days of receiving it. (Chapter 8)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 31. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services (and a rural fire service 
if established) should provide a report to the 
Office of Emergency Management explaining 
how it has spent ESL funds and the rationale for 
this expenditure. (Chapter 8) 
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process.   
Would this information be publicly available? If so, has the potential to not provide the 
transparency being sought. 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

TRANSPARENCY 

Recommendation 32. The Office of Emergency 
Management should prepare and publish an 
annual report on the ESL. (Chapter 8)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process.   
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Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 33. The Office of Emergency 
Management should prepare a brochure on the 
ESL and provide it to local governments to 
distribute with rate notices. The brochure 
should explain the purpose of the ESL and that 
it is a State Government levy, and describe how 
ESL revenue is raised and spent. (Chapter 8)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports further efforts to educate the community about the purpose of the ESL, 
but this should be funded by the State Government.   
Questionable cost benefit.  
 
Possibly for a more detailed publication to be developed (without figures, etc) including 
references on where to locate annual information and updates that could be provided to 
homeowners on settlement of a property rather than annual brochure with rates notice 
likely to end up in the bin without being read.  

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

Recommendation 34. The Office of Emergency 
Management should prepare annual estimates 
of the funding required by the Department of 
Lands and the Department of Parks and Wildlife 
to conduct prevention activities on their 
estates.  These estimates should be published in 
the annual report of each agency, along with 
the amount of funding provided by the State 
Government. (Chapter 3)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process.   
 
 

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: Include in these estimates funding for preparedness and 
response to provide the full scope of activities. 
 

Recommendation 35. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should publish data in 
accordance with the State Government’s Whole 
of Government Open Data Policy. (Chapter 8) 
  

SUPPORT WALGA supports these recommendations to the extent that they will improve the 
transparency and accountability of the process.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
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Recommendation 36. The Office of Bushfire Risk 
Management should require local governments 
to publish their bushfire risk management plans 
and treatment strategies. (Chapter 3) 
  

SUPPORT Current policy states that Local Governments are the custodian of the tenure blind plans.  
The publication of these plans could improve transparency and accountability in line with 
the shared responsibility amongst all land owners for bushfire risk planning in the state.   

Local Government position  PARTIALLY 
SUPPORT 

Local Government comment: 

• Some BRMPs have extensive detail in property and critical infrastructure.  It is 
important that sensitive information regarding risk, especially to individual 
properties and critical infrastructure, is protected from being publicly available 
information, specifically individual properties that may have insurance implications.  

• No legislative requirement of BRMPs, but agree that once adopted, plans to be 
publicly available. 

 

Recommendation 37. The Department of Fire 
and Emergency Services should publish a capital 
grants manual for volunteer organisations it 
manages (for example the Volunteer Fire and 
Rescue Service). (Chapter 8)  
 

SUPPORT WALGA supports this recommendation to ensure consistency and equity amongst all 
volunteer groups supporting emergency management arrangements within the state.  
WALGA also encourage a consistent process for the allocation of funds to all volunteer 
groups.   

Local Government position  SUPPORT Local Government comment: 
 

 
 
WALGA continue to analyse the report and will address themes or issues that are outstanding and/or require further comment.  For example,  
 

• Chapter 3, p 64 on Financial Assistance Grants: 
 
The draft report notes that the Australian Government Financial Assistance Grants are allocated through a process that recognise that some local 
governments will incur higher emergency management costs. The report questions whether the local government grants commission process 
adequately recognises that some local governments face higher emergency services costs than others, and compensates these local governments 
accordingly. It also notes that local governments should not receive additional assistance through the ESL to fund emergency management activities 
simply because they have chosen to use Australian Government grants to fund other services. 
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There has been some suggestion that Financial Assistance Grants (FAGS) funding could be quarantined for emergency management activities based on the 
terrain disability, WALGA considers that this is not practical or desirable.  
 
The disabilities considered in the allocation formula are not sources of funding. They are an assessment of the relative differences in the spending needs of 
each Local Government as a result of their physical/demographic attributes that are beyond their control, rather than an assessment of the actual spending 
needs on a specific activity.  In this regard, the terrain disability has some influence on the outcome of the distribution between individual Local 
Governments, but is not a direct source of funding for EM activities. 
 
Further, any moves to tie Commonwealth funding to specific purposes works against the intention of the payments. The general purpose component of 
FAGs is untied funding, in recognition of the growing responsibilities of the sector. FAGS are untied to enable Local Governments to spend on priorities 
determined by their community – which may or may not be EM activities. There may be some Councils which choose to spend their FAGs on EM activities, 
and others where this is not needed.   
 
In addition, Local Government is reliant on funding from the Commonwealth to meet community needs as a result of broader restrictions on Local 
Governments ability to raise own sourced revenue (through exemptions to the rates base, legislated fees and charges, etc.). Quarantining a proportion of 
FAGS funding for EM activities would have undesirable outcomes as it would likely see a reduction in other key services to the community given that in 
many cases the sector is unable to recover costs for these activities.   
 
FAGs general purpose grants are and should also remain untied to reduce the risk of political direction from the Commonwealth Government, and to 
minimise the associated administration costs. 
 

Please suggest any other comments/issues below you feel need to be made to the ERA on the draft report. 
 
Local Government comment: 

•  
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Supplement to the Integrated Workforce Plan 2014/2015 – 2016/2017 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Community service expectations, major events (Armadale, Mundaring etc.) and changes to 

legislation has increased the scope of responsibility for the Shire in an already complex legislative 

and operational framework. In addition to this, there is also the increasing expectation and demand 

placed upon Shires to evolve from a response-based resource to a more complex community relief 

and recovery focus.    

This progression in service provision and scope has increased the risk to Council of not being able 

to comply with the range of legislative requirements as well as the possible failure to meet 

community needs and expectations.   

To ensure that the Shire manages the increase in risk and potential liability, a long-term and 

consistent commitment must be made towards risk mitigation, planning, preparedness, response 

and recovery. This work is time consuming, requires resources and must be measured to ensure 

its effectiveness. To further frustrate this process, the Shire is unable to access commensurate 

financial support at this point in time and will need to meet these additional obligations with little to 

no external assistance. 

Previously, the Shire of Collie has responded to this increase in demand by way of a 15 month full 

time contract position in partnership with the Shire of Boyup Brook.   This position, Bushfire Risk 

Planning Coordinator was funded by the Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) and 

was auspiced by the Shire of Collie. 

The Bushfire Risk Planning Coordinator position was responsible for the coordination, facilitation 

and development of the Bush Fire Risk Management Plan for the Shire’s of Collie and Boyup 

Brook; investigation and research of land tenure for bushfire risk areas; supervision of financial 

reporting, community liaison and administration requirements.  

The contract position has now expired (December 2014) however implementation of the BRMP 

will require ongoing resourcing in addition to other essential emergency management (EM) tasks 

and functions.   

As demand on the Shire has broadened and increased, Shire officers have found themselves 

allocated emergency management related tasks/activities in addition to their substantive positions.  

The growing necessity for officers to perform multiple roles within one position, coupled with limited 

professional development opportunities, can potentially result in a less effective outcome at times 

and a dilution of emergency management expertise within the Shire.    

This is evident with Shire Rangers, who are already operating at optimal levels and are being 

tasked with EM that fall outside of their position scope and also outside of their capacity to respond.  

Several SW regional Shires and further afield (Ravensthorpe, Jerramungup) have a dedicated 

resource for emergency management by way of either a Community Emergency Services 

Manager (CESM) or a combined EM and Ranger position.  The majority of positions are funded 

externally.   

Due to the existence of EM resources within the region and the opportunity to leverage and share 

information, systems, processes etc., it is recommended that to achieve a minimum level of 

service, the Shire will need to create a part-time, CESM position for the period 2015/16 – 2017/18 

(three years). 
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The management and co-ordination of the Councils 100+ Bush Fire Brigade and SES Volunteers 

represents an extreme risk for Council. The Council is responsible for ensuring volunteers are 

adequately trained and resourced to safely complete their tasks and Council also has the 

responsibility to ensure vehicles, equipment and appliances are sufficiently maintained to an 

adequate standard. This is a growing area of responsibility for Councils in WA in light of the 

outcomes of the Keelty Report and Management consider the appointment of this position a 

significant priority given the potential risk to volunteer safety and wellbeing. 

2.0 PROJECT PURPOSE 

The purpose of this business case is to seek Council approval to create a new part-time 

Community Emergency Services Manager position.  This position will be a dedicated resource for 

three years and will be responsible for: 

1. Coordinating the delivery of emergency service functions across the Shire 

2. Legislative compliance 

3. Supporting and enhancing volunteer fire and emergency services management 

4. Ongoing implementation and reporting of the Bushfire Risk Management Plan(s)  

5. Providing support to the Chief Bushfire Control Officer, LEMC and the Bushfire Advisory 

Committee 

6. Stakeholder engagement 

3.0 INTEGRATED WORKFORCE PLAN 2014/15 TO 2016/17 

In October 2014, the CEO undertook a review of the Workforce Plan 2013 which has resulted in 

the development of the draft Integrated Workforce Plan 2014/15 to 2016/17.  The review 

highlighted the immediate need to create capacity for the Shire to be able respond to the increasing 

demands of emergency services management holistically across the areas of prevention, 

preparedness, response, recovery and special projects.  The areas of governance, planning, 

volunteer management, stakeholder engagement, compliance and reporting are also 

recommended. 

3.1 Option 1  

The draft Integrated Workforce Plan 2014/15 to 2016/17 (page 41) recommends the appointment 

of a full time position shared with Shire of Dardanup (approx. $90K) and auspiced by the Shire of 

Collie.   It is proposed that the new position would commence early 2015 and would report to the 

Executive Manager Development Services (refer diagram 1).   

The position will include support to the Chief Bushfire Control Officer, LEMC, Bushfire Advisory 

Committee, general support to the volunteer bushfire brigade and implementation of the Bushfire 

Risk Management Plan. 

As the shared service Agreement has not been developed or ratified, the Shire is aiming to have 

an alternative option available should the preferred full time option not come to fruition.  

CEO Comment (1 July 2015) - The Shire of Dardanup has indicated that it is no longer 

interested in sharing a CESM Officer and Council has received advice from DFES that there 

are no funds available to support a CESM officer in the preferred form. 
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3.2 Option 2 

Should the shared funding option not be successful, the following option 2. is recommended: 

Part time position – 3 days p.er week.  Responsibilities remain unchanged from the full time positon 

however priorities, deliverables and timeframes will be amended to reflect the part time status of 

the position.   

The position (either full time or part time), will need to include capacity for on-call operational 

assistance in need. 

CEO Comment (1 July 2015) -This is the preferred model from Staff perspective. An amount 

of $25,000 is available in the Councils existing budget which has been achieved by not fully 

replacing the Project Officer. This allocation would support an officer for 1 -1.5 days per 

week however the ideal scenario from Management perspective is 3 day per week. 

 

4.0 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The following objectives will form the minimum requirements of the new position: 

Plan 

Objective: Facilitate the development and implementation of emergency management plans, risk 

management plans and hazard-specific planning. 

Prepare 

Objective: Identify and maintain all necessary resources, assets and infrastructure, training and 

reporting in preparation for emergencies. 

Respond 

Objective: In accordance with operational plans, deliver a rapid response to emergencies; support 

community in its own response; and minimise the impact of hazards.  

Recover 

Objective: Coordinate local recovery and relief services in partnership with other agencies and 

service providers and maintain core services. 

Compliance and Reporting 

Objective: Ensure all compliance and legislative requirements are adhered to.  

Volunteer Management 

Objective: Continue to develop the capability and capacity of the volunteer workforce. 

Partnerships and Networks 

Objective: Develop and strengthen local networks and strategic partnerships 

Stakeholder Engagement 
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5 Business Case: Community Emergency Services Manager  

Objective: Establish and/or enhance positive and productive stakeholder consultation and 

engagement processes and effective communication strategies. 

Governance 

Objective: Establish a governance framework that integrates Council and emergency 

management and includes relevant local laws and policies.    

5.0 PROJECT SCOPE 

Due to the objectives and outcomes of the position, the scope of the project is broad and will need 

to include the following: 

Priority Industries and Sectors: 

▪ Emergency Services 

▪ Utilities 

▪ Media 

▪ Security 

▪ Main Roads 

▪ Government – all tiers (DFES and DPAW) 

▪ Environment 

▪ Aligned Services (Disaster Assistance, Centrelink, Department of Health and Aging etc) 

▪ Health Services (St John Ambulance, other primary care agencies) 

Stakeholder Engagement and Management 

An essential function of the position will include the following internal and external stakeholders 

(refer diagram 2. Emergency Management Stakeholder Matrix): 
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Internal engagement:  Chief Executive Officer, Executive Managers, Councillors, Rangers, 

Planning, other staff. 

External engagement (Industry): Chief Bushfire Control Officer, Police, SES, DFES, DPAW, Bush 

Fire Brigade, State and Federal Government agencies, surrounding Local Government 

Authorities, LEMC, BFAC.  

External engagement (Community):  ratepayers, residents, business owners, community groups, 

general public, volunteers. 

6.0 PROJECT DELIVERABLES 

In line with the objectives of the Strategic Community Plan 2022, the Bushfire Risk Management 

Plan and the requirements of DFES, the LG Emergency Management Act 2005 and the Bushfire 

Act 1954, the following key deliverables will be developed, implemented and monitored over a 

three year period: 

▪ Coordinate the operations of LEMC, BFAC, Volunteer Bushfire Brigades and SES.  

▪ Develop and maintain Emergency Services plans, programs and systems. 

▪ Provide general support to the volunteer bushfire brigade and volunteer management 

including financial resources, plant and equipment and training 

▪ Consult with stakeholders to facilitate the ongoing development and review of BRMPs 

within the Shire of Collie.  

▪ Administer the provisions of the Bush Fires Act 1954, in relation to bushfire protection and 

fire hazard reduction and ensure landowners are aware of their lawful responsibilities 

▪ Assist in the coordination of Bush Fire and emergency incident management and provision 

of Council equipment and support where required  

CESM

CEO

Rangers 
& 

Planning 
Staff

Community 
including 

volunteers

Police 

DPAW

DFES

LEMAC & 
B/Fire 

Advisory 
Committee
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Chief B/Fire 
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Adjacent 
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Regional 
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Diagram 2. Emergency Management Stakeholder Matrix 
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7 Business Case: Community Emergency Services Manager  

▪ Coordinate the Shires control burn program and the maintenance of the Shire’s strategic 

firebreak network  

▪ Assist the Shires building and town planning teams with the fire related assessment of 

development proposals and subdivisions  

▪ Develop an unallocated crown land & unmanaged reserves program in relation to fire and 

risk protection  

▪ Support the Shires annual fire regulation compliance program and provide staff with advice 

on compliance and fire related matters 

▪ Provide monthly reports and annual budget submissions and maintain records. 

▪ Manage systems compliance and ensure legislative and Shire requirements are adhered 

to 

▪ Develop and maintain appropriate and adequate infrastructure, equipment, skilled 

personnel, plans and programs in preparation for emergencies.  Update register to reflect 

available resources 

▪ Undertake the role of a Fire Control Officer 

▪ Identify and apply for alternative revenue sources 

▪ Establish partnerships with neighbouring Councils to achieve service delivery efficiencies. 

▪ Support the provision of community education programs  

▪ Develop and maintain professional relationships with stakeholders to ensure the delivery 

of services 

7.0 STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT 

The new position is recommended as an immediate response to current and emergent emergency 

management risks, challenges and opportunities referred to and/or identified in the following plans 

and documents: 

1. Shire of Collie Bushfire Risk Management Plan  

2. Integrated Workforce Plan 2014/15 to 2016/17 (page 41 – new Community Emergency 

Services Manager) 

3. Shire of Collie Strategic Community Plan 2022 

Goal 1: Our Community – A thriving, supportive and safe community 

1.5: A safe community 

1.3: An active and supportive community 

Goal 2: Our Natural Environment – A protected and sustainable natural environment 

2.1: A protected natural environment 

2.4: Adaption to climate change 

Goal 3: Our Built Environment – Infrastructure, land use and development that supports the 

needs of the community 

3.1 Appropriate land use, development and conservation of heritage 

3.4: Council buildings and service related assets that support community needs 

3.5: A sustainable asset and infrastructure base 
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Goal 5: Our Business – Good governance and an effective, efficient and sustainable 

organisation 

5.1: Good governance and leadership 

5.2: Effective and efficient people and corporate services 

5.3: financial sustainability and accountability 

4. Shire of Collie Corporate Business Plan  

Action 1.3.2.1 Promote volunteer grants and facilitate inductions 

Action 1.3.4.2 Develop and implement a Local Indigenous Inclusion Plan 

Action 1.3.4.3 Work with the local indigenous community to increase their participation in the 

local government workforce 

Action 5.1.1.1 Review and implement the Shire's Communications Policy / Strategy 

Action 5.2.5.1 Develop and implement all required documentation in line with the Integrated 

Planning and Reporting Framework 

Action 1.5.2.1 Manage the Shire's emergency preparedness, planning, response and 

recovery. 

Action 1.5.2.2 Review and implement the Shire's Local Emergency Management 

Arrangements 

Action 1.5.2.3 Review and implement the Shire's Local Recovery Plan 

Action 1.5.2.3 Support the local bushfire brigades in their role of bushfire management 

Action 1.5.2.4 Support the bushfire brigades in the maintenance and acquiring of suitable plant 

and equipment 

Action 2.1.1.1 Review and implement the Natural Area (Bushland) Management Plan 

Action 5.1.4.1 Continue to work with the Bunbury Wellington Group of Council’s to identify 

regional resource sharing opportunities 

Action 5.1.5.2.Ensure compliance within the community through enforcement and education 

of local acts and regulations 

Action 5.1.5.3 Develop and implement local law education programs aimed at schools and 

community groups 

Action 5.1.5.4 Review local laws for the Shire to ensure relevance and compliance with the 

Local Government Act 

Action 5.1.5.5 Ensure formal land use agreements are in place for all third parties who operate 

from Council reserves in accordance with Council Policy 

Action 5.2.4.3 Develop comprehensive risk register for the Council 

Action 5.2.5.1 Develop and implement all required documentation in line with the Integrated 

Planning and Reporting Framework 

Action 5.3.1.1 Work with regional LGAs to identify resource sharing opportunities 

Action 5.3.2.1 Strongly oppose cost-shifting from Federal and State Government to Local 

Government 
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8.0 ABORIGINAL ENGAGEMENT 

The Shire of Collie has a significant Aboriginal population which is not reflected in the districts 

workforce or participation rates as a whole.  The Shire has developed strategies through its 

Integrated Workforce Plan to address this issue and provide more contemporary and relevant 

recruitment and development strategies for its workforce (refer below): 

Integrated Workforce Plan 2014/15 -2016/17 (page 61) 

Key Result Area 1. Workforce Planning:  

1.4 Indigenous Development: 

- In line with Councils commitment to continuous improvement, review current aboriginal 

development and recruitment strategies and processes and implement appropriate 

changes/amendments. 

- Leverage the recently re-established connections to local employment and job-ready 

agencies. 

- Continue to engage via the Green Team Program. 

- Co-ordinate all aboriginal development through HR to ensure all standards and strategies 

are integrated into the service delivery model and compliance requirements are met.  

This strategy provides opportunity for further exploration and development through the CESM 

position and offers tangible and effective pathways to engage primarily in the area of volunteerism 

for local aboriginal residents.   

9.0   RISK IDENTIFICATION 

Relevant risks associated with Bush Fire specifically are identified in the Shire of Collie Bushfire 

Risk Management Plan document.   

Objectives and deliverables of the new CESM position will be aligned to the current risk profile 

with regular risk monitoring and assessment being undertaken.  This process will be integrated 

into the enterprise-wide risk management process.   

10.0   PROJECT FUNDING 

The position was originally proposed to be funded through DFES however this option is no longer 

available. As the position is a critical enabler to the Shires’ ability to plan, prepare, respond and 

recover, a part time solution has been recommended as a minimum level of service.     

It should also be noted that if start-up funding was successful, a key deliverable of the new 

incumbent would be to continue to actively seek alternative funding options for both the position 

and future programs. 

10.1 PROJECT BUDGET 

Shire of Collie (self-funded). 

Current Allocation $25,000 - allows 1 day per week. 
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Expenditure Item Type of cost Budget ($) 

Salary – Level 6.1  - 1. days pw recurrent  $                 13,298  

Superannuation recurrent  $                   2,394  

IT and devices (laptop)  Setup  $                   1,000  

Training Setup  $                   2,000  

Phone allowance Recurrent  $                      600  

Travelling reimbursement  Recurrent  $                   1,950  

Total    $                 21,242  

 

Preferred Scenario - 3 days per week. 

 

Expenditure Item Type of cost Budget ($) 

Salary – Level 6.1  - 3. days pw recurrent  $                 39,895  

Superannuation recurrent  $                   7,181  

IT and devices (laptop)  Setup  $                   1,000  

Training Setup  $                   2,000  

Phone allowance Recurrent  $                      600  

Travelling reimbursement  Recurrent  $                   1,950  

Total    $                 52,627  

 

 

11.0   IMPLEMENTATION AND MILESTONES 

Should funding for the new position be forthcoming, it is proposed that the recruitment process will 

commence immediately with the incumbent preparing a three year operational plan in line with the 

recommendations of the following plans, key milestones, compliance and immediate priorities: 

1. Shire of Collie Bush Fire Risk Management Plan 

2. Volunteer management plan 

3. Shire of Collie Strategic Community Plan 2022 and Corporate Business Plan 

4. Relevant emergency services plans 

5. Compliance and statutory requirements 

 

 

12.0   BUSINESS CASE APPROVAL 
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I acknowledge that the Business Case for the Community Emergency Services Manager has been 

reviewed and can confirm all elements of the case and supporting/reference material provided are 

correct and validated. 

 

 

 

Signature: …………………………..        

      

Print Name: David Blurton   

Title:  Chief Executive Officer

  

Date:             …………………………. 

 

 

Signature: …………………………..….           

      

Print Name: Keith Williams   

Title:  EM, Development Services  

 

Date:             ………………………………. 
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9.7     Bushfire Risk Planning Coordinator Role 

Reporting Department: Development Services 

Reporting Officer: Andrew Dover – Director Development Services 

Accountable Manager: Andrew Dover – Director Development Services 

Legislation N/A 

File Number: RSK/039 

Appendices: N/A 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Report Purpose: Gain endorsement through Council to request continuation of 
funding for Bushfire Risk Planning Coordinator position 

 

Officer/Committee Recommendation: 
 
Moved: Julian Martin                                     Seconded: Shane Hickson 
 
That Council lobby relevant members of the government and opposition on behalf of 
Council to ensure that funding for the Bushfire Risk Planning Program be continued 
after the end of the 2016/17 financial year.                                                    

Carried 
 

Background:  

The Department of Fire and Emergency Service (DFES) currently grants the Shire 
funding for a Bushfire Planning Coordinator to complete a Bushfire Risk Plan on a 
tenure blind basis. The Bushfire Risk Management Project is underway with the initial 
stages of asset identification and risk assessment complete and the draft Bushfire Risk 
Management Plan submitted to DFES for review. This plan will then be sent to the 
Office of Bushfire Risk Management review and final submission to Council. This is an 
important project within the Shire as it is an holistic approach to bushfire mitigation.  

The Shire of Collie has been recognised as a ‘Priority Local Government’ by the State 
Government. There has been a substantial body of work and community momentum 
built up through the Bushfire Risk Management Project and it would be beneficial to 
the Shire and community if it were to continue. Although a significant body of work and 
achievements have been made to date, a substantial body of work is still to be 
completed, particularly with regards to treatment.Statutory and Policy Implications: 

Nil 

Budget Implications: 
If this project is to continue past 30 June 2017 and if the DFES not fund this ongoing 
project, the budget implications for the Shire could potentially cost approximately 
$165,000 per year.  

Communications Requirements:   
Nil 

Strategic Plan Implications: 
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Strategy 1.5.2: Support emergency and fire management planning, preparedness, 
response and recovery arrangements. 

Relevant Precedents: 
This project is ongoing and is currently funded by DFES grants. This was approved in 
2014. 

Comment:  

The project has now progressed to the treatment stage which requires stakeholders 
agreeing to proposed treatments and the management and review of the agreed 
treatments effectiveness. This is an operational phase of the project. The initial funding 
is due to expire on 30 June 2017. If this project is not continued, the previous years of 
work will be in vain. As such, is it recommended that this project is continued and that 
the Council lobby relevant members of the government and opposition for continued 
grant funding.  
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9.3     Proposed Application for a Community Emergency Services Manager 

Reporting Department: Development Services 

Reporting Officer: Andrew Dover – Director Development Services 

Accountable Manager: Andrew Dover – Director Development Services 

Legislation: Local Government Act 1995 

File Number: N/A 

Appendices: Nil 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Report Purpose:  

For Council to consider placing an application funding for a Community Emergency 
Services Manager (CESM) with the Department of Fire and Emergency Services. 

 

Officer’s Recommendation: 
 
Moved: Julian Martin  Seconded: Jamie Wood 
 
That Council write a letter to the Department of Fire and Emergency Services 
formally requesting that they contribute 0.4 of a Full Time Equivalent toward a 
Community Emergency Services Manager for the Shire of Collie.  

CARRIED 

Background: 
The Shire currently funds 0.6 of an Full Time Equivalent (FTE) as a Community 
Emergency Services Officer (CESO). This position is responsible for preparing and 
coordinating the Shire’s Readiness, Response and Recovery efforts as well as 
organising and minuting the Bush Fire Brigade Captain’s Meetings, Bush Fire Advisory 
Committee and the Local Emergency Management Committee. This position has 
provided valuable support for the Bush Fire Brigades and State Emergency Services 
as well as preparing and maintaining the Shire’s Emergency Management 
Arrangements, Shire of Collie Recovery Plan, Evacuation Plans and Emergency 
Contact Schedule amongst other resource documents. This position also is the Shire 
contact for any emergencies for which the Shire provides a response. This has proved 
to be difficult for a part time position.  
 
The Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) have indicated that there 
may be a part funded Community Emergency Services Manager (CESM) position 
available. 

Statutory and Policy Implications: 
N/A 

Budget Implications: 
A CESM is part funded from DFES, provided contributing funding from the Shire. The 
funding allocated for the CESO 

Communications Requirements: (Policy No. CS 1.7) 
That Council write to DFES requesting 0.4 of an FTE toward a CESM. 
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Strategic Plan Implications: 
Strategy 1.5.2: Support emergency and fire management planning, preparedness, 
response and recovery arrangements. 

Relevant Precedents: 
The Shire currently employs a Community Emergency Services Officer. DFES 
currently part fund Community Emergency Services Managers with a number of other 
local governments across the state.  

Comment: 
A CESM is a part DFES, part Shire funded position with responsibilities to both. As it 
is proposed for the Shire to fund the majority of this position, the Shire will have the 
larger share of the available time. The Shire will have this position working from the 
Shire offices for 3 days a week (as currently is the case) and have the other 2 days 
working from the DFES offices. This arrangement provides flexibility for the Shire as 
this officer would then be available as the Shire’s contact person for 5 days a week 
instead of the current 3 days per week.  
 
In addition, this arrangement will provide a working wage for a suitably qualified person 
in this area. One of the reasons the previous CESO left was to take up full time 
employment in a very similar role with another Shire. It is anticipated that this may be 
motivation for any future person in this position to leave. This turnover reduces the 
capacity of the organisation to handle emergency situations as the new person will 
have to rebuild the knowledge and relationships necessary to function in the position.  
 
The duties of a CESM include being on the DFES on-duty roster and potentially being 
utilised by DFES for emergencies in other Shires. However carrying out these duties 
assists the Shire by providing necessary experience in these situations if there were 
an emergency in the Shire of Collie. For example, fielding phone calls reporting 
emergencies while on the on-duty roster will provide training which will be useful if the 
CESM has to report an emergency in the Shire of Collie.  
 
Working with DFES also is useful when the CESM comes to apply for ESL funding as 
useful contacts have been created and the CESM can provide insight into DFES 
systems and priorities.  
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1995 

Shire of Collie 

PARKING AND PARKING FACILITIES AMENDMENT LOCAL LAW 2017 

Under the powers conferred by the Local Government Act 1995 and under all other powers enabling 

it, the Council of the Shire of Collie resolved on  day month2017 to make the following local law. 

1. Citation 

This local law may be cited as the Shire of Collie Parking and Parking Facilities Amendment Local Law 

2017. 

2. Commencement  

This local law comes into operation 14 days after the date of publication in the Government Gazette. 

3. Principal local law 

This local law amends, the Shire of Collie Parking and Parking Facilities Local Law published in the 

Government Gazette on 13 November 2012. 

4. Schedule 2 amended 

Delete Schedule 2 and insert-  

Schedule 2 

Prescribed Offences 

(Clause 8.1) 

 

Item No. Clause No. Nature of Offence Penalty $ 

1 2.2 Failure to park wholly within parking stall 120 
2 2.2(4) Failure to park wholly within parking area 120 

3 2.3(1)(a) Causing obstruction in parking station 140 
4 2.3(1)(b) Parking contrary to sign in parking station 140 

5 2.3(1)(c) Parking contrary to directions of Authorized Person 140 

6 2.3(1)(d) Parking or attempting to park a vehicle in a 
parking stall occupied by another vehicle 

120 

7 3.1(1)(a) Parking wrong class of vehicle 120 

8 3.1(1)(b) Parking by persons of a different class 130 

9 3.1(1)(c) Parking during prohibited period 140 

10 3.1(3)(a) Parking in no parking area 140 

11 3.1(3)(b) Parking contrary to signs or limitations 120 

12 3.1(3)(c) Parking vehicle in motor cycle only area 120 

13 3.1(4) Parking motor cycle in stall not marked “M/C” 120 
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14 3.1(5) Parking without permission in an area designated 

for 

“Authorised Vehicles Only” 

130 

15 3.2(1)(a) Failure to park on the left of two-way carriageway 120 

16 3.2(1)(b) Failure to park on boundary of one-way 

carriageway 

120 

17 3.2(1)(a) or 

3.2(1)(b) 

Parking against the flow of traffic 130 

18 3.2(1)(c) Parking when distance from farther boundary less 
than 3 metres 

130 

19 3.2(1)(d) Parking closer than 1 metre from another vehicle 120 

20 3.2(1)(e) Causing obstruction 140 
21 3.3(b) Failure to park at approximate right angle 120 

22 3.4(2) Failure to park at an appropriate angle 120 

23   3.5(2)(a)  
  and 6.2 

Double parking 130 

24 3.5(2)(b) Parking on or adjacent to a median strip 120 

25 3.5(2)(c) Denying access to private drive or right of way 130 

26 3.5(2)(d) Parking beside excavation or obstruction so as to 
obstruct traffic 

140 

27 3.5(2)(e) Parking within 10 metres of traffic island 130 

28 3.5(2)(f) Parking on footpath/pedestrian crossing 140 

29 3.5(2)(g) Parking contrary to continuous line markings 130 

30 3.5(2)(h) Parking on intersection 130 

31 3.5(2)(i) Parking within 1 metre of fire hydrant or fire plug 140 

32 3.5(2)(j) Parking within 3 metres of public letter box 130 

33 3.5(2)(k) Parking within 10 metres of intersection 130 

34 3.5(3)(a) or (b) Parking vehicle within 10 metres of departure side 
of bus stop, children’s crossing or pedestrian 
crossing 

140 

35 3.5(4)(a) or (b) Parking vehicle within 20 metres of approach side 
of bus stop, children’s crossing or pedestrian 
crossing 

140 

36 3.5(5) Parking vehicle within 20 metres of approach 
side or departure side of railway level crossing 

140 

37 3.6 Parking contrary to direction of Authorized Person 140 

38 3.7(2) Removing mark of Authorized Person 160 

39 3.8 Moving vehicle to avoid time limitation 120 

40 3.9(a) Parking in thoroughfare for purpose of sale 120 

41 3.9(b) Parking unlicensed vehicle in thoroughfare 120 

42 3.9(c) Parking a trailer/caravan on a thoroughfare 120 

43 3.9(d) Parking in thoroughfare for purpose of repairs 120 

44 3.10(1) o r (2) Parking on land that is not a parking facility 
without consent 

160 

45 3.10(3) Parking on land not in accordance with consent 120 

46 3.11 Driving or parking on reserve 120 

47 4.1(1) Stopping contrary to a “no stopping” sign 120 

48 4.1(2) Parking contrary to a “no parking” sign 120 

49 4.1(3) Stopping within continuous yellow lines 120 

50 5.1 Stopping unlawfully in a loading zone 120 

51 5.2 Stopping unlawfully in a taxi zone or bus zone 120 

52 5.3 Stopping unlawfully in a mail zone 120 

53 5.4 Stopping in a zone contrary to a sign 120 

54 6.1 Stopping in a shared zone 120 

55 6.3 Stopping near an obstruction 130 
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56 6.4 Stopping on a bridge or tunnel 120 

57 6.5 Stopping on crests/curves etc 160 

58 6.6 Stopping near fire hydrant 160 

 

 

59 6.7 Stopping near bus stop 130 

  60 6.8 Stopping on path, median strip or traffic island 120 

61 6.9 Stopping on verge 120 

62 6.10 Obstructing path, a driveway etc 120 

63 6.11 Stopping near letter box 120 

64 6.12 Stopping heavy or long vehicles on carriageway 130 

65 6.13 Stopping in bicycle parking area 120 

66 6.14 Stopping in motorcycle parking area 120 

67 6.15 Stopping in disabled parking area 130 

68 7.6 Leaving vehicle so as to obstruct a public place 140 

 

Dated XXXX 

The common seal of the Shire of Collie was affixed by the authority of a resolution of the Council in 

the presence of –  

CR WAYNE SANFORD, Shire President 
DAVID BLURTON, Chief Executive Officer 
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Andrew Dover

From: Courtney Allen [courtney.allen@dlgc.wa.gov.au]
Sent: Monday, 19 June 2017 2:40 PM
To: Andrew Dover
Subject: RE: Shire of Collie - Amend Parking and Parking Facilities Local Law 2012.
Attachments: Parking and Parking Facilities Amendment Local Law 2017 - Appendix 2 - Version 2.docx

Hi Andrew, 
 
Thank you for providing a copy of the public notice for the proposed Shire of Collie Parking and Parking Facilities 
Amendment Local Law 2017.  
 
The Department has reviewed the proposed local law and public notice and provided the following comments and 
suggestions:  

•         On the 1 June 2017, the Department suggested the proposed local law be re-formatted to an amendment 
local law; 

•         On the 14 June 2017, the Shire of Collie re-formatted the proposed local law and submitted it to the 
Department for comment;  

•         On the 14 June 2017, the Department suggested minor amendments to the proposed local law as attached 
for your record. 

 
Minister’s Directions – pursuant to s 3.12(7) of the Local Government Act 1995 
 
Please note: once the Shire has published a local law in the Government Gazette, the Shire must comply with the 
requirements of the Minister’s Local Laws Explanatory Memoranda Directions 2010. The Shire must, within 10 
working days of the Gazettal publication date, forward the signed Explanatory Memoranda material to the Committee 
at the current address: 
 

Committee Clerk 
Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation 
Legislative Council Committee Office 
GPO Box A11 
PERTH WA 6837 
Email: delleg@parliament.wa.gov.au 
Tel: 9222 7404 
Fax: 9222 7805 

 
A copy of the Minister’s Directions and Explanatory Memoranda forms can be downloaded from the Department of 
Local Government and Communities website at www.dlgc.wa.gov.au. Failure to comply with the Directions may 
render the local law inoperable.   
 
Please note that my comments: 

•         have been provided to assist the Shire with drafting matters in relation to the local law; 
•         do not constitute legal advice; 
•         have been provided in good faith for the Shire’s consideration; and 
•         should not be taken as an approval of content.   

 
The Shire should ensure that a detailed editorial analysis of the proposed local law has been undertaken and that the 
content of the local law is in accordance with the Shire policies and objectives.   
   
Kind regards,  
 
 
Courtney Allen 
Senior Legislation Officer 
Department of Local Government and Communities  
Tel:  +61 8 6552 1437  
Email:  courtney.allen@dlgc.wa.gov.au  
Web:  dlgc.wa.gov.au | mycouncil.wa.gov.au  
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Shire of Collie Local Heritage Survey Review (Last update 13 February 2017)        1 
 

 
 
 
 

SCHEDULE OF SUBMISSIONS 
DRAFT LOCAL HERITAGE SURVEY REVIEW 

 

No Name Address Place 
# 

Summary of Submission Consultant/ Officer’s Comments 

1. Frank Over 175 Throssell 
Street, Collie 
WA 6225 

75 I do not wish my house to be listed as a Heritage building. Not supported. 
 
The level of significance is 
assessed as ‘Some’ and this is 
considered appropriate.  There 
are no statutory obligations other 
than the requirement for an 
archival record at the time of 
significant development or 
demolition. 

2. Kathy Miller  130 Can you please consider the Cardiff Hall for heritage status. Noted. 
 
Cardiff Hall has been assessed 
as having Considerable 
significance. 

3. Ken Hunter   I would consider all buildings, the older style Facade should be 
included in these listings. Some of the swimming holes in the 
district should also come into this field. 

Noted.   
 
Additional places will be 
considered in the future and may 
include swimming holes. 

4. Jon 
Gercama 

2 Leake St 
Forrestdale 

93 I hereby object to the application of section 45 of the Heritage of 
Western Australia Act 1990 on the above mentioned address. 

Supported 
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Shire of Collie Local Heritage Survey Review (Last update 13 February 2017)        2 
 

WA 6112 The house situated on the property is not endemic to the area, as 
the dwelling was transported to the site from another area or 
region, and has been on location for about 12 years. Further there 
are many other examples throughout the Shire that are of far better 
Heritage value than this house.  

If information is correct, then 
listing as ‘For Information Only’ is 
supported. 
 
Our system shows that a new 
septic system was installed in 
2002 for a new dwelling, but the 
relocation of the house itself 
appears to be unauthorised.  
 
 
 

5. Trevor 
Macdonald 

Premier Coal 140? Part of description are incorrect: 
P & H 2800 Mk2 Rope Shovel 
Owned by Premier Coal 
 

Yes clarification has been sought 
and the reference to the Rope 
Shovel was incorrect. The listing 
is for the Excavator located at 
Griffin Mine Entry further down 
Centaur Road.  Place record has 
been updated with the correct 
details.   

6. Kevin & 
Rosslyn 
Cashmore 

15 Patterson 
St Collie WA 
6225 

124 Historical: Room on front left side near laneway was added around 
1925 by a Mr Rowe. 
Corrugated iron roof with weatherboard.  
Current: Renovations keeping with era. 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

7. PaK-iT 
Computers 

117 Throssell 
St Collie WA 
6225 

50 Veranda damaged Jan 2015, will be replaced with bullnose 
veranda as per the 1922 photo. 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

8. KP 
Massara 

131 Atkinson 
St Collie WA 
6225 

006 Photo supplied Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 
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Shire of Collie Local Heritage Survey Review (Last update 13 February 2017)        3 
 

9. Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

 Railway Institute  

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

151 Suspension Footbridge. Favourite jumping point for swimmers 
before the river was scoured after the 1964 flooding. Connection for 
residents to access the town centre. 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

150 Railway Goods Shed & Footbridge. Useful for all people to access 
the South & North sides of town 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

 Facades of Forrest Street stores. Retain what remains of the 
facades of the buildings which adjoined it. 

Noted. 
 
The current LHS does not include 
places on Forrest Street.  These 
may be considered for inclusion 
in the future.  

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

152 Soldiers Park Arch. The design for this arch was significant in its 
design & purpose 

Noted. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

 The entry arch to Collie Recreation Ground. Should be restored as 
access/gateway to the recreation ground with an updated ticket 
box. 

Noted. 
 
The current LHS does not include 
the Collie Recreation Ground.  It 
may be considered for inclusion 
in the future. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

149 Collie Court House. Building has been defaced by the additional 
shelters places in front of this building. 

Noted. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

031 Collie Post Office. Should be leased but never destroyed. The 
history here is very significant.  

Noted. 
 
The Collie Post Office is included 
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Shire of Collie Local Heritage Survey Review (Last update 13 February 2017)        4 
 

on the State Register of Heritage 
Places. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

 St Bridget’s Parish Church. Funded by the local parishioners of the 
time. Changes - leadlighting replaced by coloured glass and then 
the parish requested parishioners to provide individual family 
funded leadlight windows. 

Noted. 
 
The current LHS does not include 
St Brigid’s Parish Church.  It may 
be included in the future. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

 Anglican Church. Building is featured on postcards of Collie & has 
many visitors annually. 

Noted. 

 Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

 Football Grandstand. Destroyed by Fire. Council should consider 
rebuilding this grandstand. History is very significant & many locals 
have fond memories of the grandstand. 

Noted. 
 
 

10. Krystyna 
Scoffern 

28 Roberts 
St Collie WA 
6225 

147 Worsley Mill Manager’s House.  
Corrections to place document. 

Noted. 
 
Further information required. 

11. BJ Simms 125 Atkinson 
St Collie WA 
6225 

003 1934: John & Dorothy Wright. (Family history in original 
submission). 
1950: Sydney & Amy Doyle. (Family history in original submission). 
1974: Eric & Susan Cooper. Single story residence. (Family history 
in original submission). 
1977: Robert & Janine Simm.  1992, third bedroom added, second 
story built. Back veranda altered and enclosed deck area. (Family 
history in original submission).  
Updated photos submitted. 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

12 BJ Simm 125 Atkinson 
St Collie WA 
6225 

004 Built in 1923. (Family history in original submission) Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

   005 House was owned by Arnold & Elsie King. (History is in original 
submission) 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
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added to the place record. 

   006 Was owned by Mrs Miller. (Miller family history is in original 
submission). New house was built by Lisa & Kevin Massara. 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

   007 Was owned by Mr W (Bill) Nunn. (Family history is in original 
submission). 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 

13 Glenn 
Davis 

 146 Update: In the past 4 years site has been re-assessed & mapped & 
classified by Dept for Indigenous Affairs. (Letter finalising DIA’s 
classification in original submission) 

Noted. 
 
Additional information will be 
added to the place record. 
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DRAFT 2017 SHIRE OF COLLIE HERITAGE LIST 

 
 

 

# NAME ADDRESS PROPOSED 
SIGNIFICANCE 

RHP* 

004 House 127 (85) Atkinson Street, Collie Some No 

005 House 129 (87) Atkinson Street, Collie Some No 

007 House 133 (91) Atkinson Street, Collie Considerable No 

008 Old Water Tank Loc 2808 Atkinson Street, Collie Some No 

009 House 28 Clifton Street, Collie Some No 

010 House 39 Clifton Street, Collie Some No 

011 House 26 Gladstone Crescent, Collie Some No 

015 House 21 (11) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

016 House 23 (12) Throssell Street, Collie  Some No 

017 House 25 (13) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

020 House 33 Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

023 Collie River Valley 
B&B  

41-43 (19) Throssell Street, Collie Considerable No 

024 Federal Hotel 45-47 (23) Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional No 

026 Bradbury’s Buildings 51-55 Throssell Street, Collie Considerable No 

031 Old Post Office 63 (33) Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional Yes 

032 Telecom Building 65 (34) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

033 Collie Police Station 
(fmr) 

67 (35) Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional Interim 

034 Collie Mineworkers 
Institute 

75 Throssell Street (SE cnr Patterson 
St), Collie  

Exceptional No 

035 Phoenix Park 77 Throssell Street (SW cnr Patterson 
St), Collie  

Considerable No 

036 Mine Workers 
Memorial Olympic 
Pool 

87 Throssell Street, Collie Considerable No 

038 Shire of Collie 
Council Chambers 

87 Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

039 Colliefields Hotel 91 (50-51) Throssell St Considerable No 

040 Shops 93, 94 & 95 (52-54) Throssell Street, 
Collie 

Some No 

042 Shop 97 (55) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

043 Shop 99 (56) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

045 Shop 103 (58) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

046 Shop 105-107 (59-60) Throssell Street, 
Collie 

Some No 

047 Shop 109 (61-62) Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional No 

048 Crown Hotel 113 (63) Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional No 

049 Bilbe’s Buildings 115 (65-66) Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional No 

050 Shop 117 (68) Throssell Street, Collie Considerable No 

051 Victoria Hotel 119 (70) Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional No 

052 Shop 121 (71) Throssell Street , Collie Some No 

053 Shop  123 (72) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

054 Bank  125 (74) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 
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057 House 135 (84) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

058 Shop 137 (85) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

062 House  147 (92) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

063 House 149 (93) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

065 House 153 (95) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

066 House and Bakery 159 (98) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

068 Collie Roads Board 
(fmr) 

161 Throssell Street, Collie Exceptional No 

069 House  163 (110) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

071 House 169 (112) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

072 House 167 (113) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

073 House 171 (114) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

074 House 173 (115) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

075 House 175 (116) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

076 House 177 (117) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

077 House 179 (118) Throssell Street , Collie Some No 

078 House 181 (119) Throssell Street, Collie Some No 

079 Memorial – The 
Coal Miner 

Visitor Centre, 156 Throssell Street, 
Collie 

Considerable No 

080 Coal Machinery 
Memorial – Winder 

Collie Museum, 161 Throssell Street, 
Collie 

Some No 

081 Coal Machinery 
Memorial – Ruston 
Bucyrus 

Visitor Centre, 156 Throssell Street, 
Collie 

Some No 

083 Railway Memorial Visitor Centre, 156 Throssell Street, 
Collie 

Some No 

086 Allanson School 
Building #1 

Bedlington Street, Allanson Considerable No 

087 Teacher’s Quarters 
(fmr) 

29 Bedlington Street, Allanson Some No 

089 SITE – West Collie 
Company Brick and 
Pipe Machine House 

Cnr Ireland and Montgomery Streets, 
Allanson 

Some  No 

090 House 13 Cameron Street, Allanson Some No 

092 Memorial – Coal 
Discovery Site 

Ferguson Road, Allanson Considerable No 

093 House 1 Ireland Street, Allanson Some No 

094 House 3 Ireland Street, Allanson Some No 

095 House 5 Ireland Street, Allanson Some No 

097 House 13 Ireland Street, Allanson Some No 

098 House 15 Ireland Street, Allanson Some No 

099 House 19 Ireland Street, Allanson Considerable No 

103 House 29 Ireland Street, Allanson Some No 

105 Allanson Oval Cnr Montgomery & Bedlington 
Streets, Allanson. 

Some No 

106 SITE – Lowry’s Hut Cnr Montgomery & Bedlington 
Streets, Allanson 

Some No 

107 SITE – Mr WT 
Atkinson’s 
Residence 

Lot 3 Railway Parade, Allanson Some No 

111 Buckingham 
School/hall 

Lot 4611 Griggs Road, Buckingham Considerable No 
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112 SITE – Buckingham 
Mill 

Buckingham Some No 

113 Buckingham 
Memorial Church 

Shotts River Road near intersection of 
Don Road 

Considerable No 

114 Buckingham Family 
Residence 

Lot 2658, Pt 2 Shotts River Road, 
Buckingham  

Considerable No 

115 Site – Cardiff Mine Old MacAlinden Road, Cardiff Some  No 

116 House  32 Simmonds Street, Cardiff Some No 

117 House 30 Simmonds Street, Cardiff Some No 

118 House 28 Simmonds Street, Cardiff Some No 

119 House  24 Simmonds Street, Cardiff Some No 

120 House 20 Simmonds Street, Cardiff Some No 

122 House 27 Hoddell Road, Cardiff Some No 

123 House  17 Patterson Street, South Collie Some No 

124 House 45 Patterson Street, South Collie Some No 

126 House 104 Shannon Street Cardiff Some No 

127 House  106 Shannon Street, Cardiff Some No 

128 House 110 Shannon Street, Cardiff Some No 

129 House 112 Shannon Street, Cardiff Some No 

130 Cardiff Public Hall Lot 356 Shannon Street, Cardiff Considerable No 

131 House Lot 359 Shannon Street, Cardiff Some No 

134 Railway 
Roundhouse 

Railway Reserve, Coalfields Hwy Exceptional  Interim 

135 Collie Cemetery Coalfields Hwy, West Collie Considerable  No 

136 Coal Mine Site – 
Muja Open Cut 
(formerly Hebe Cut) 

Centaur Road, Muja Some No 

139  Wellington Dam Wellington Dam Road Exceptional Yes 

140 Drag Line at Griffin 
Mine – Bucryus 
Eerie Dragline 

Griffin Coal Mine, Centaur Road, Muja Some No 

142 Harris River Dam Mornington Road, North of Collie Some No 

143 Mungalup Dam Mungalup Road, Mungallup Some No 

147 Worsley Mill 
Manager’s 
Residence 

157 Gastaldo Road, Worsley Some No 

148 St David’s Church, 
Worsley 

Loc 4415 Gastaldo Road, Worsley Considerable No 

149 Collie Court House 43 Wittenoom Street, Collie Exceptional Yes 

150 Railway Goods 
Shed & Footbridge 

Forrest Street, Collie Exceptional Interim 

151 Suspension 
Footbridge 

Collie Esplanade, Collie Exceptional  Yes 

152 Soldiers’ Park Cnr Johnston & Steere Streets, Collie Exceptional Yes 

153 All Saints Anglican 
Church 

46 Venn Street, Collie Exceptional  Yes 

 
*RHP= Places of State significance included in the State Register of Heritage Places 
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this country, which is as strong today, as it was in the past.
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DISCLAIMER
Common Ground Trails Pty Ltd, its employees, directors and associated 
entities shall not be liable for any loss, damage, claim, costs, demands 
and expenses for any damage or injury of any kind whatsoever and 
howsoever arriving in connection with the use of this Plan or in 
connection with activities undertaken in mountain biking generally.

While all due care and consideration has been undertaken in the 
preparation of this report, Common Ground Trails Pty Ltd advise that all 
recommendations, actions and information provided in this document is 
based upon research as referenced in this document.

Common Ground Trails Pty Ltd and its employees are not qualified 
to provide legal, medical or financial advice. Accordingly, detailed 
information in this regard will require additional professional 
consultation in order to adequately manage and maintain the facilities 
and reduce risk.

COLLIE TOWN TRAILS
TRAIL NETWORK 
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Collie town trails
TRAIL NETWORK 
CONCEPT PLAN

Concept Plan

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Collie has a rich history of cycling, dating back more than 100 
years. Over the past 4 years Collie has seen significant growth in 
demand for mountain bike trails, with significant participation 
rates from the community as well as intrastate users. 

The town site trail provides a visible site for development of a 
showcase trail to demonstrate the social and economic benefits of 
mountain biking for the Shire of Collie. 

The existing Munda Biddi trail connects visitors to the visitor centre 
on the outskirts of town and only caters for a small proportion of 
the mountain bike market. There is opportunity to expand the trail 
to connect mountain bikers with the facilities and natural features 
offered by the town, such as the river foreshore and Minninup. 

Currently the existing supply of trail near Collie caters for more 
advanced skill levels and is not easily accessible for children or 
less experienced riders. The proposed trail will allow children of an 
appropriate age to access mountain bike trails close to the town 
centre and close to facilities, potentially without crossing any 
roads. 

This concept plan aims to guide the establishment of a suitable 
high quality mountain bike trail within the selected site, to 
provide additional trail opportunities to residents and visitors to 
Collie. Critical to the success of this trail will be the ability to 
demonstrate the benefits of high quality, sustainable trail design 
and construction. 

Additional opportunities and connections surrounding the project 
area may be further explored in future planning stages. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AREA
The proposed Collie mountain bike trail network is located 
within the town centre alongside the Collie River and residential 
streets. The area is managed by the Shire of Collie. The area 

is approximately 16 hectares in size. Land management and 
maintenance activities are undertaken and the area is accessed by 
a number of management tracks. 

The project area is permeable with multiple entry points, and is 
connected to the town centre via informal walk trails. Soliders 
Park to the north of the site has an existing skate park and other 
recreation day use facilities. There are other areas and reserves in 
close proximity to the site which could be considered for future 
development of trails and pump tracks. 

MOUNTAIN BIKE PLANNING CONTEXT
The South West Mountain Bike Master Plan identifies Collie/
Wellington to be established as a nationally significant mountain 
bike destination with potential for development of at least 80km of 
mountain bike trail. The proposed Collie town mountain bike trail 
network forms a significant component of the development.

A number of existing mountain bike trails, including the Munda 
Biddi and Mount Lennard trails, Ray’s Trail and Dead Cat’s Trail 
(located 5-8km from town) are frequently used by people accessing 
them from Collie township. 

The project area offers a bushland setting and variable terrain. 
Although relatively low gradient, some steeper sections may be 
utilised to provide interesting descending trails offering a varied 
and fun experience for riders. 

The Western Australian Mountain Biking Strategy and the SWMP 
both identified the significant gap in supply of trails close to 
people's homes. The development of the Collie trail network will 
contribute toward addressing this gap.

In accordance with the (Draft) Western Australian Mountain Bike 
Management Guidelines (2016, Parks and Wildlife), (the guidelines), 
a Framework was developed to define project objectives, target 
market and user types. Terminology and definitions are provided in 
the guidelines. 

OVERVIEW
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CONCEPT PLAN

Collie Town Trails - Trail Network - Concept Plan

LOCATION & ACCESS
The town trails reserve is located to the east of the town centre, as 
shown in Figure 1 below, and approximately 250km south of Perth 
City. The majority of local users are likely to access the site by bike. 
Visitors will most likely come to Collie by private vehicle. Some 
visitors will access the site as a day trip from the Munda Biddi trail. 

Many users, predominantly from the South West region, will be 
accessing the site as a day trip. Day trip users will be able to access 
the trail network from the Soldier's Park car park. 

Collie residents possibly represent a high proportion of visitation to 
the site, and may access the site from home by bike.

Access to the site will be promoted via the Soldier's Park Trail Head, 
to prevent cars parking on Venn St. 

 

Figure 1: Project Location Plan 
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PROJECT BRIEF
PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The Objectives of this project, as defined in the framework, were to: 

• Provide a tourism resource to promote Collie as an adventure 
tourism hot spot in WA

• Provide a future drawcard for mountain bikers to visit the 
town to use its facilities and experience its natural features, 
encouraging economic development and growth for the town 

• Provide a high quality, highly visible trail in a prominent 
location that demonstrates the benefits and represents the 
value of the future nationally significant mountain biking 
destination in Collie/Wellington, encouraging visitors to return 
to Collie in future 

• Enable events that will attract new visitors to Collie 

• Be a showcase trail project demonstrating best practice in 
urban trail development for regional towns in WA 

• Provide a recreational resource for youth in Collie. 

• Provide a mountain bike trail network that enables progression 
for beginners to intermediate mountain bikers 

• Ensure sustainable trail design that minimizes impacts 
on the environment and ensures existing conservation 
value is protected and maintained, and minimizes ongoing 
maintenance requirements 

• Promote and market the demonstration trail project 
appropriately, as Stage 1 of the greater destination that is 
planned, to encourage people to visit Collie in future 

• Improve the amenity of the area through delivering the 
project, rehabilitating and beautifying some areas and 
encouraging community use and informal surveillance 

• Recognise and interpret the culture and history of cycling in 
collie 

• Establish a community led group to care for the park and 
community value 

• Create a town based recreation resource nearby the Collie CBD 
that is sustainable and low maintenance, in a natural setting 
with good accessibility from the township, to encourage 
participation by less-experienced trail users, such as children 
and beginner mountain bikers. 

• Provide diverse trails for different skill levels. 

• Provide linkages to the Munda Biddi and Mount Lennard trails 
and existing facilities 

• Provide trails close to the High School to introduce or 
integrate school programs 

• The trail will make optimal use of the river, bushland areas and 
lake on the reserve, while minimising impact on local flora, 
fauna and heritage values 

• The trail design and construction will include management 
strategies to reduce the spread of Phytophthora Dieback, 
minimise disturbance of existing native vegetation, restore 
any damage to the site and minimize disruption to local users 

experience and enjoyment of the existing River Walk 

MANAGEMENT MODEL
To ensure long term sustainability, the following management roles 
and responsibilities will inform how the trails will be developed, 
managed and maintained. 

• Owners – entities that own the physical structure of the trails 
and land managers. Shire of Collie is the owner. 

• Operators – responsible for maintenance of the trails to 
agreed standards of the owner. Shire would like to contribute 
funding for a volunteer maintenance crew to maintain trails. 
Shire would like to encourage volunteerism and input from 
wider community including the school. Shire will provide 
resources for major tasks such as tree removal and major 
event assistance. 

• Monitoring – responsible for: 

• collect and upload quarterly trail counter statistics to 
the departmental VISTAT database.

• undertake yearly on ground trail usage survey.

• undertake ongoing trail quality monitoring and provide 
avenue for users to report trail issues.

• carry out yearly visitor risk management assessment 
and provide system for CMTBC to report identified 
issues.

The trails will be free to use, so there is no opportunity to collect 
funds from trail use. Events may attract a trail usage fee, which is 
to be determined by SoC. 

Funding and resourcing for the annual maintenance program will 
be provided by SoC. The CMTBC may fundraise to support further 
volunteer management/maintenance activities. 

SoC will ensure marketing, maps and information are coordinated 
and available through relevant online resources. They will work 
with the Collie Visitor Centre to encourage and promote visitation. 

TARGET MARKET AND USER TYPES 
The primary target market of the network includes the leisure and 
enthusiast cohorts (Refer glossary attached). The trails will provide 
an immersive urban-based nature experience, with man made trail 
features to negotiate. All trail development is to be considerate of 
the sense of place. Topographical attributes and terrain type should 
guide the style of trail and technical features. 

The mountain bike trails should cater for those riding a mountain 
bike for the first time, and beginner to intermediate level riders, 
to build confidence on easy classification trails before progressing 
to higher classification or longer distance trails in the surrounding 
networks. 

Moderate classification (blue) mountain bike trails should utilise 
the undulating landscape and include technical features, focusing 
on building rider confidence and reward and technical challenge. 

Design ensures that both easy and moderate classification trails 
cater for multiple ability levels with optional lines to challenge all 
riders. 

The network should cater for the sport cohort, but not specifically 
for an XCO racing format. 

There may be a requirement for management of potential conflict 
between mountain bike and other users in the area, particularly on 
the access trails. The network should allow different user types to 
interact in a friendly and respectful manner and to appreciate the 
natural environment, and to share the area without risk of conflict 
or injury. Minimum standards for line of sight and trail width will 
apply.

The network design should identify options for the inclusion of 
adaptive mountain biking equipment (e.g. hand cycles). 

The network should consider use by trail runners, who commonly 
use urban trail networks. This does not impact significantly on trail 
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Collie Town Trails - Trail Network - Concept Plan

design, but will require management strategies. 

The high school is likely to use the trails for mountain biking 
and cross country running. Many schools in the south west have 
mountain bike programs. There will need to be a formal connection 
between the school and mountain bike network. There should be 
involvement from the school with planning or construction or 
ongoing usage. Consultation with the school will be required to 
determine suitable alignment with school’s programs. 

TRAIL DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY 
User Type Mountain biker
Style Cross Country
Classifications Easy (green) 20% 

Moderate (blue) 80% 

Trail System Trail Network
Trail Model Linked Loop or Stacked Loop 

Trail Network within a Trail 
Town

Use Single Use Mountain Bike, but 
considers trail running use

Trail Direction Predominantly Single Direction
Scale At least 6km Single Track  

Future Planning for Challenge 
Park

SCOPE AND SCALE 
The project will enhance the area by providing a new recreation 
experience for the visitors to Collie as well as providing the Collie 
Mountain bike Club with an optional race facility. The original 
scope and scale of the Collie Town Trails, trail network was to 
include 4.5km of single track mountain bike trail, including an 
800m extension of the main trail on UCL. During stakeholder 
meetings and community workshop it was identified that Potential 
exists to extend the single track offering (at least 6km)  and to 
include master planning for other mountain bIke facilities such 
as a challange park including a pump track. It was idientified the 
project should consider the following requriements:  

• Local level loop trail to cater for mountain bike trail 
experiences. 

• The mountain bike trail system will form a small but important 
component of the Collie/Wellington NP region becoming a 
nationally significant location for mountain biking. 

• The trail will form a key component of the Collie mountain 
bike trail offerings, and will complement the existing 
opportunities by catering for diverse user groups. 

• To ensure the underlying conservation status of the land is 
maintained in terms of the aesthetics, infrastructure and 
features to be minimised in the natural setting with a focus on 
utilising natural features. 

Broad master planning for mountain biking in Collie may also 
consider:

• identification of broader opportunities and connections, 
including an iconic future loop around the river and other 
parcels of land with potential for development. 

• identifications of appropriate locations for challenge parks (i.e. 
pump tracks, dirt jumps etc) 

• identification of links between skate parks and potential 
challenge parks 

• identification other development opportunities 

• consideration of future project - indigenous interpretation 
from soldiers to lions on existing shared use walk/cycle trail / 
fire access track 

Scale & use  

• Planning area includes approximately 16 hectares 

• Trails to be designed primarily for recreation, but should 
consider event use, including providing connections between 
strategic event locations and potential racecourses for 
participants and spectators. 

• Mountain bike trail development potential of 4.5km, excluding 
connection trails with at least 6km of single track designed.

• Trail design should consider inclusion of hand cycles. 

• Fire risk reduction activities may impact on available bushland 
vegetation. Parkland clearing activities are planned for the 
perimeter, approximately 50-100m from houses. 

• Prescribed burning is planned for this year, and it is 
anticipated bushland will recover by the time of trail building 
and opening.

• Appropriate design of technical trail features will need to 
consider future fire risk reduction activities. 

• Use for events needs to consider potential for parking on Venn 
St causing an issue for residents

• Existing use and value of the area by the community needs to 
be considered 

• Existing recreation use in the area and the connections to 
Soldiers and Lions Parks includes walking and dog walking 

Access

• Design should encourage people to use formal entries 

• The dieback assessment report made recommendations for 
placement of wash down stations. These should be considered 
when identifying access points. 

• Access for general recreational use, as well as spectators 
and participants in events based on the network needs to be 
considered. There is potential for conflict if people park cars 
on Venn St, impacting residents in the area. 

• Access via Soldiers Park and Lions Park should be encouraged 
to utilize these areas a trail heads. 

• Access to the site should eliminate or minimise conflict 
between vehicles and trail users and other visitors, including 
walkers, runners, mountain bikers and cyclists. 

• Access via paths and trails should be prioritised to allow 
children to access the site safely off-road

• Vehicle access should be considered where existing carparking 
is provided in the CBD. 

• Trail user access should consider the requirements for vehicle 
access. 

• Infrastructure 

• A trail head to be located at the main trail network entrance 
and exit point/s 

• Identify upgrades to the access tracks from trail heads at 
Soldiers Park and Lions Park to encourage use 

• Incorporate existing day use facilities into the trail head 
design, including toilets, carparks, shade, tables, BBQs, water 
fountains, skate park 

• Identify minor trailhead locations with strategic links to Collie 
CBD and surrounding areas. 

• Identify potential for additional recreation node facilities, such 
as lookouts, swimming platforms, picnic tables etc 
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Connections 

• The trail network will be permeable, with multiple entries, due 
to the nature of the surrounding area and layout of existing 
trail alignments.  

• Review links with existing skate park facility at Soldiers Park, 
and consider safe off-road connection for users. 

• Review link with school and consider safe off-road connection 
for school students and staff 

• Explore and recommend options for single use and shared use 
connections.

• Trail to have a single logical start and finish point located at 
the trail head. 

• Identify connections to existing trail networks surrounding 
Collie town site, and use existing trails and shared paths as 
part of overall design  

Agreed Standards & Policies
• Planning & Design – Development procedure to meet WA 

Mountain Bike Management Guidelines requirements. Design 

should be detailed sufficiently as to be reviewed and adopted 
by the Trails Reference Group. Site walk throughs with 
members of the committee should demonstrate the key trail 
corridors and features. Council will require a detailed report to 
approve, but will not walk through the site. 

• Construction - Development procedure to meet WA Mountain 
Bike Management Guidelines requirements. Trails will be 
machine-built with a 900mm wide excavator. 

• Purchasing - All quotes and tenders are to be assessed using 
the Buy Local Policy Regional Price Preference requirements.

Funding

• All funding will be provided by the Shire of Collie for Stage 1. 

• The Shire may seek further funding to undertake additional 
stages. 

• Management – Recurrent maintenance funding provided by 
the Shire of Colie. Collie Mountain Bike Club will provide 
volunteer resources to undertake maintenance as per 
agreement. 

Figure 2: Project Area
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BROAD CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The purpose of the broad concept was to illustrate what the overall 
trail network and configuration look like. It proposed locations of 
trail heads and links, trail types and indicative corridors as well 
as integration and links with existing or proposed facilities and 
infrastructure.

A workshop was held with the Collie Mountain Bike Club to inform 
the broad concept decisions regarding trail classifications, linkages, 
and key trail features. The overall configuration and layout of the 
network was confirmed based on the preferences of the club prior 
to advancing to the final concept. 

A number of ideas and themes were suggested at the workshop, 
including:

• Iconic and unique technical trail features to enable 
progression

• Inclusion of cultural features such as a Wagyl (significant 
Aboriginal dreamtime creature responsible for creation of 
waterways) 

• Rail heritage features - possible skills area with rail heritage 
theme incorporating disused carriages and flat beds

• Incorporating Walls End mine 

• Incorporating outer and inner loops with linked trails

• Incorporating technical and flow trail styles 

• Allow for night riding 

• Connection to cycle paths, school and swimming hole  

CONSTRAINTS
Desktop reviews, site assessments and field studies have previously 
been undertaken by the Shire of Collie with Aboriginal Heritage 
sites being the only major constraint identified. A range of trail 
specific physical constraints which limit the area's development 
opportunities were identified including the following, as shown in 
Figure 3.

Residential development exists along the boundary of the site with 
the reserve and residents separated by Venn Street. A minimum 
50m buffer to Venn Street has been provided which ensures all 
trails are located in thick scrub screening users and residents.

A number of existing management tracks exist within the site. 
To reduce risk trail development must minimise the number of 
management track crossings.

A number of poor soil condition sites were identified where trail 
development is cost prohibitive for this project.

Figure 3: Constraints
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Figure 4: Opportunities

OPPORTUNITIES
The site boasts a number of unique natural opportunities, 
with diverse terrain and native vegetation. The concept plan 
was developed with consideration to capitalising on the best 
opportunities and features of the site. 

The banks of the Collie River provides a logical loop around the 
river. Only part of this trail would traverse the project area, but the 
broader opportunity should be catered for. Creation of this broader 
project would also give opportunity of connecting Soldiers Park to 
Minninup Pool as part of a realigned Munda Biddi Trail.

Along the river loop, there are also several historical and natural 
points of interest, which provide desirable terrain and vantage 
points for a range of mountain bike trail experiences. There is 
opportunity for a future challenge park to be located at Walls End 

Mine connected to Soldiers Park by the River Loop Trail. Also along 
the trail are a number of  bridge underpasses, which could be based 
on the rail heritage theme. 

The primary physical opportunity is a large rocky ridge which 
parallels the river and provides excellent riding opportunities.

Car parking should be encouraged at the Soldiers Park trail head to 
prevent cars from parking on Venn St. The challenge park and the 
green trail linking to the network will be designed to encourage 
users to start and finish a ride from Soldiers Park. 
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DEVELOPMENT ZONES 
The opportunities and constraints combined with elevation, 
gradient, aspect and tenure attributes, as well as key features and 
terrain enabled categorisation of the area into development zones. 
The zones, which are colour coded in Figure 4, provided guidance 
for concept planning, considering desirability and appropriate 
opportunities. 

The areas highlighted green in the development zones image 
indicate highly desirable areas for mountain bike trails, the yellow 
areas moderately desirable and the orange and red areas least 
desirable. In order to achieve the best outcomes, trail corridors 
should be placed predominantly within the green zones.

Figure 5: Development Zones 
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TRAIL SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The development zones, site assessments, opportunities and 
constraints informed the overall concept design. 

The Collie town trail system is designed to be easy to navigate 
on the ground and therefore accessible to a range of users. The 
trail is designed around a key beginner classification spine trail 
linking Soldiers Park to reserve 15783. It is anticipated this trail 
will eventually form both part of the realigned Munda Biddi along 
the Collie River to Minninup Pool and part of a greater loop trail 
around the Collie River. 

This spine trail connects to the primary mountain bike network 
which is predominantly located within Reserve 15783. An 
additional beginner classification link trail forms connects between 
two points of the spine trail creating an outer loop. Within this 
outer loop a number of single direction intermediate classification 
inner loops traverse the rocky ridge. All loops can be ridden as a 
circuit without crossing or doubling back which is adventageous for 
racing formats.

The trail system provides a new recreation experience for the 
visitors to Collie, and connects users to Soldiers Park via a fun and 
easy flow trail. 

The majority of the trail is located in very rocky terrain and this 
dictates the trail characteristics which are flowing technical trails.

As shown in the network map in Figure 6, the system comprises 
a number of trail heads and combination of trail styles, difficulty 
levels and designs, which are sympathetic to the local character 
and values. 

TRAIL SYSTEM
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Figure 6: Map of Proposed Overall Network 
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XCM and adventure racing would again use the majority of the trail 
system with the exception of part of trail 1 between the NM and 
SE trailheads. Races could start at Solders Park and traverse though 
the majority of the trail system, exiting at the end of trail 5 and 
heading south along the river.

Then exciting  Additionally, the following should be considered in 
the detailed design stage: 

• Trail heads should serve as congregation areas for riders, 
marshals and spectators for events

• XCO routes should include technical feature A lines, and 
passing zones at regular intervals

TENURE
All of Trails 2 - 5 fall within reserves under the existing approvals 
for trail development as outlined in the project brief. Trail 1 
traverses multiple reserves with a range of tenure including shire, 
Public Transport Authority and Aurizon Rail. It is recommended that 
where possible sections of Trail 1 that traverse Shire Reserves be 
developed while approvals from other land managers are sought.

EVENT USE 
The trail network has been designed to consider multiple formats 
or mountain bike and adventure racing. It is anticipated that the 
network will be utilised for Cross Country Olympic (XCO), Cross 
Country Marathon (XCM) point to point, and other racing formats. 
As such, the car parking, user flow and event staging areas have 
been considered in the design of the network. 

Spectator points will be easily accessible from the outside of the 
network area and utilising management tracks as pathways to 
spectator points along the trail system.

An XCO course might have event village located along the river 
or at Soldiers Park. Event holders would be able to utilise the 
majority of the trail network for the race with trails accessed 
in chronological order. A shorter course could be developed by 
dropping any of loops 3, 4 and 5. XCO races starting at Soldiers 
Park would travel from the NM trail head back to Soldiers Park 
along the existing trail along the river.

Figure 7: Concept Plan Detail - Tenure Overlay
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TRAIL HEADS 
The primary trail head will be located at Soldiers Park. It is 
an existing popular day use area, and it is envisaged that the 
recreation and tourism user markets would be most likely to access 
the site from this location. 

Secondary trail heads are located in areas where people are likely 
to find them incidentally while using the network. 

A number of decision points are located at trail junctions and 
intersections, where riders can choose to do additional loops and 
trails. 

Trail head locations were selected where it is expected most trail 
users will access the network. Table 1 below provides a summary 
of the proposed trail heads and proposed amenities and facilities. 
From all trail heads, there are a number of trail loops, of varying 
type, length and classifications. 

SOLDIERS PARK TRAIL HEAD (PRIMARY) 
A primary trail head is proposed to be located at Soldiers 
Park. Directional signage should be provided to direct users 

to the trail network. There is car parking space available at the trail 
head location and nearby in town, which is why this area has been 
selected. 

NORTH MERGE TRAIL HEAD (SECONDARY)  
A secondary trail head is proposed to be located at the 

eastern end of the network, to provide access from the the existing 
and proposed trails along the river into the inner loops. 

SOUTH ENTRY TRAIL HEAD (SECONDARY)  
A secondary trail head is proposed at the western end of 
the network to enable users to access the inner loops and 
servicing users originating at the school. 

The following decision points are located at trail junctions and 
intersections: 

  Blue Link Decision Point 

  Oxbow Lake Decision Point

SUPPORTING INFRASTRUCTURE
The Collie town trail network is located adjoining existing 
recreation areas, and is designed to utilise existing infrastructure, 
such as the newly developed facilities at the Collie Skate Park 
and the surrounding soldiers park area. The facilities include car 
parking, toilets, picnic tables and seating, and connect to the 
development area via an existing trail. 

EMERGENCY AND MAINTENANCE ACCESS 
POINTS
Emergency and management vehicle access was reviewed as part 
of the development of the trail network. It is proposed that vehicle 
access tracks be closed other than for management vehicles and 
event requirements. 

Management gates should be provided at vehicular entry points to 
the trail system from Venn Street to prevent unauthorised access 
and manage trail user safety within the area.  

CAR PARKING
Parking is provided for at Soldiers Park where the primary trail head 
will be located. Its is important that an new and exciting link trail 
to the majority of the trail network is provided encouraging users 
to utilise the Soldiers Park facilities and discouraging parking and 
access from Venn Street. 

SIGNAGE
Gateway entry statement signage should be provided at all trail 
heads. A number of decision points have been located and designed 
into the trail system. Waymarking should be been designed for all 
entries, exits and road crossings. 

Trail signage is to be addressed in the detailed design stage, in 
accordance with shire requirements. 

SP

NM

SE

BL

OX

TRAIL HEAD Proposed amenities and facilities
Soldiers Park Trail Head (Primary) MNajor Trail Head Signage
North Merge Trail Head (Secondary) Minor Trail Head Signage
South Entry Trail Head (Secondary) Minor Trail Head Signage 
Decision Points Way Finding Signage, Marshall Points for event use  

Table 1: Trail Heads Amenities & Facilities 
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id Provisional Name Classification Trail Style Trail Type VARIATION (m) Gradient % Length
1 Green River Trail Easy Touring / Cross Country Open NA 0 3,200
2 Green Link Easy Cross Country Flow 15 3 800

3 Blue Loop One Moderate Cross Country Flowing Tech 50 4 1700
4 Blue Loop 2 Moderate Cross Country Flowing Tech 50 5 1150
5 Blue Loop 3 Moderate Cross Country Flowing Tech 50 5 850

Total Network Trail Length 7,700

Table 2: Network Composition by Trail Style 

TRAIL SUMMARIES

NETWORK COMPOSITION
Table 2 provides a breakdown of the network to illustrate 
quantities of trail. 

CONCEPT PLAN & TRAIL SUMMARIES 
The following pages provide summaries of the individual trails 
within the network. 

TRAIL LIST 
Table 2 contains the final trail list. All proposed trails have been 
designated identification numbers. Once constructed, trail naming 
is important for navigation and promotion. The community should 
be engaged in the naming of trails, which should reflect the local 
values and character of the area. 
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Lane Poole Reserve - Dwellingup Trail Hub 17

OVERVIEW
This trail is a proposed dual direction easy classification flowy cross 
country mountain bike trail focused on providing a fun link into the 
network to promote usage of the Soldiers Park trail head. 

This trail provides a gentle free flowing undulating ride traversing 
the banks of the scenic Collie river, with potential to form part of 
a full river loop in future. It also has potential to become a future 
Munda Biddi alignment. 

This dual direction trail will traverse a wide corridor, crossing the 
existing walk trail alignment with good sight lines. Gentle climbs 
and descents will provide a fun contouring flow trail experience 
while controlling rider speed. 

This trail is designed to allow racing with events based at Soldiers 
Park. It can be linked with the full network to create either an XCO 
circuit or provide a fun single track section within a point to point 
XCM format. 

When combined with Trail 2 it creates a beginner loop traversing 
the full perimeter of the project site in the less rocky soil profiles.

Trail 1 falls within the registered aboriginal heritage site and will 
require consultation and approval during the detailed design stage. 

The section of Trail 1 between Soldiers Park and the NM trailhead 
also traverses multiple different tenures. 

Although ideal, Trail 1 is not critical to the network functioning and 
due to the tenure and heritage constraints has been identified for 
developed at a later stage once approvals are in place. The sections 
of trail which do fall under the management of Shire of Collie 
could be developed in tandem with the remainder of the network 
to reinforce use of the Soldiers Park Trail Head.

Trail IDProposed GREEN RIVER TRAIL 01

Moderate 
Blue Square

Difficult
Black Diamond

Extreme
Double Black Diamond

Easiest
White Circle

Easy 
Green Circle

EASY
GREEN CIRCLE 

TRAIL DETAILS
Trail ID 1

Provisional Name River Trail

Classification Easy - Green Circle

Strategic Value Moderate

Trail Type Cross Country / Touring

Trail Style Open

Use Single - Mountain Bike Only

Direction Dual Direction

Ascent / Descent Contouring

Options Nil

Corridor Width 10m

Trail Length 3,200m

Vertical Range NA

Elevation Variation NA

Prevailing Cross Slopes Gentle - Steep (5 - 45%)

Average Trail Gradient 0%

Maximum Trail Gradient 15% < 20m

Minimum Line of Sight 10m

Tread Width 1200-1500mm

Qualifier / Filter Nil

DEVELOPMENT COSTING
Construction Type New Trail

Est. Design Cost -

Est. Construction Cost $112,000 

Est. Total Trail Cost $112,000 

TECHNICAL TRAIL FEATURES
TURNS VERTICAL CHANGE OBSTACLES

Berm
Insloped 
Descending Turn
Rolling Crown 
Switchback

Rollers
Grade Reversal
Chicane
Choke

Bridge 
Boardwalk
Armored Water 
Crossing
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Murray Valley Concept Plan18

OVERVIEW
Trail 2 is a proposed single direction easy classification cross 
country trail focused on providing an easy link and flow descent.
Originating from the green dual direction river trail (Trail 1), this 
green, flow focused section of trail follows a low gradient climb to 
access the top of the hill (and to the more advanced trails 3 and 
4). The trail then traverses the top of the hill before culminating 
in a flow descent at the western end of the network. With a focus 
on the predictability of trail features, this descent aims to promote 
rider flow and be an enjoyable, forgiving and fun section. In 
targeting areas of floating laterite, over more substantially rocky 
areas, the trail will be built with a predictable, fast riding surface 
in mind; grading, removing or repositioning awkwardly positioned 
rocks to create a more consistent trail tread. Trail camber will also 
be significantly manipulated on the flow descent to promote rider 
confidence and flow. 

Trail IDProposed Green LINK & FLOW DESCENT 02

Moderate 
Blue Square

Difficult
Black Diamond

Extreme
Double Black Diamond

Easiest
White Circle

Easy 
Green Circle

EASY
GREEN CIRCLE 

TRAIL DETAILS
Trail ID 2

Provisional Name Green Link & Flow Descent

Classification Easy - Green Circle

Strategic Value High

Trail Type Cross Country

Trail Style Open / Flow

Use Single - Mountain Bike Only

Direction Single Direction

Ascent / Descent Predominantly Descending

Options Blue Optional Features & Lines

Corridor Width 20m

Trail Length 800m

Vertical Range 10m

Elevation Variation 15m

Prevailing Cross Slopes Gentle - Moderate (5 - 15%)

Average Trail Gradient 3%

Maximum Trail Gradient 10% < 20m

Minimum Line of Sight 10m

Tread Width 900-1200mm

Qualifier / Filter Nil

DEVELOPMENT COSTING
Construction Type New Trail

Est. Design Cost $2,400 

Est. Construction Cost $21,200 

Est. Total Trail Cost $23,600 

TECHNICAL TRAIL FEATURES
TURNS VERTICAL CHANGE OBSTACLES

Berm
Insloped 
Descending Turn
Climbing Turn
Insloped Climbing 
Turn
Rolling Crown 
Switchback

Rollers
Optional Kicker Jump
Grade Reversal
Chicane
Choke

Rock Causeway
Exposed Bedrock
Optional Rock 
Rollover
Armored Water 
Crossing
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Lane Poole Reserve - Dwellingup Trail Hub 19

OVERVIEW
Trail 3 is a proposed single direction moderate classification cross 
country trail with a combination of technical and flow sections. 
Trail 3 forms the first of the three moderate classification cross 
country (XC) micro loops of the inner trail network. The trail 
makes one long traverse of the south eastern end of the network, 
working its way both up and down the steeper topography of 
the area. Once leaving the steeper sections, the trail opens up 
into a fast dash across the top of the hill back towards the start 
of trail 4. In targeting interesting rock formations suited for 
technical, natural features and combining with areas of open forest 
conducive to flow features, the trail aims to provide a diverse and 
engaging rider experience. In line with community feedback, Trail 
3 has been designed with an emphasis on maintaining flow and 
speed, avoiding sections which are stop/start in nature. The trail 
will encompass a variety of construction techniques, from the 
utilisation and enhancement of natural rock in technical sections 
to the screening of rock and exaggerated profiling in flow sections.

Trail IDProposed Blue Loop One 03
MODERATE

BLUE SQUARE
Moderate 
Blue Square

Difficult
Black Diamond

Extreme
Double Black Diamond

Easiest
White Circle

Easy 
Green Circle

TRAIL DETAILS
Trail ID 3

Provisional Name Blue Loop One

Classification Moderate - Blue Square

Strategic Value Low

Trail Type Cross Country

Trail Style Flowing Technical Trail

Use Single - Mountain Bike Only

Direction Single Direction

Ascent / Descent Varies

Options Black Optional Features & Lines

Corridor Width 20m

Trail Length 1700m

Vertical Range 10m

Elevation Variation 50m

Prevailing Cross Slopes Gentle - Steep (5 - 25%)

Average Trail Gradient 4%

Maximum Trail Gradient 20% < 50m

Minimum Line of Sight 7.5m

Tread Width 600-900mm (Finished)

Qualifier / Filter TTF at Entry

DEVELOPMENT COSTING
Construction Type New Trail

Est. Design Cost $5,100 

Est. Construction Cost $45,050 

Est. Total Trail Cost $50,150 

TECHNICAL TRAIL FEATURES
TURNS VERTICAL CHANGE OBSTACLES

Berm
Insloped 
Descending Turn
Optional 
Technical Inside 
Line
Climbing Turn
Technical 
Climbing Turn
Insloped Climbing 
Turn
Rolling Crown 
Switchback

Roll In
Rollers
Kicker Jump
Tabletop
Rollable Double
Step Up Jump
Step Down Jump
Hip Jump
Whoops
Grade Reversal
Rollable Step Down
Drop Off
Obstacle Step Up
Chicane
Choke

Rock Garden
Rock Causeway
Exposed Bedrock
Dual Rock Section
Rock Rollover
Armored Water 
Crossing
Stabilised Root 
Section
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Murray Valley Concept Plan20

OVERVIEW
Trail 4 is a proposed single direction moderate classification 
cross country trail loop with a combination of technical and flow 
sections. Carrying on from trail 3, this second moderate XC loop 
also aims to promote a sense of speed and flow, even in more 
technical areas. The trail begins with a flatter traverse, making 
use of landmarks to create a sense of weaving trail, whilst large 
floating laterite boulders will form interesting features such as 
'on and offs' and small jumps. Entering the southern face of the 
network, the trail makes good use of the steeper hill, incorporating 
three fast flowing descents which include a variety of features 
such as berms, rollers and small jumps (straight and hipped). 
In climbing back up to the top of the hill, trail 4 deliberately 
meanders, taking in open sections of forest likely to provide good 
vantage points and to provide points for rest and contemplation.

Trail IDProposed Blue LOOP TWO 04
MODERATE

BLUE SQUARE
Moderate 
Blue Square

Difficult
Black Diamond

Extreme
Double Black Diamond

Easiest
White Circle

Easy 
Green Circle

TRAIL DETAILS
Trail ID 4

Provisional Name Blue Loop Two

Classification Moderate - Blue Square

Strategic Value Low

Trail Type Cross Country

Trail Style Flowing Technical Trail

Use Single - Mountain Bike Only

Direction Single Direction

Ascent / Descent Varies

Options Black Optional Features & Lines

Corridor Width 20m

Trail Length 1150m

Vertical Range 10m

Elevation Variation 50m

Prevailing Cross Slopes Gentle - Steep (5 - 25%)

Average Trail Gradient 5%

Maximum Trail Gradient 20% < 50m

Minimum Line of Sight 7.5m

Tread Width 600-900mm (Finished)

Qualifier / Filter TTF at Entry

DEVELOPMENT COSTING
Construction Type New Trail

Est. Design Cost $3,450 

Est. Construction Cost $30,475 

Est. Total Trail Cost $33,925 

TECHNICAL TRAIL FEATURES
TURNS VERTICAL CHANGE OBSTACLES

Berm
Insloped 
Descending Turn
Optional 
Technical Inside 
Line
Climbing Turn
Technical 
Climbing Turn
Insloped Climbing 
Turn
Rolling Crown 
Switchback

Roll In
Rollers
Kicker Jump
Tabletop
Rollable Double
Step Up Jump
Step Down Jump
Hip Jump
Whoops
Grade Reversal
Rollable Step Down
Drop Off
Obstacle Step Up
Chicane
Choke

Rock Garden
Rock Causeway
Exposed Bedrock
Dual Rock Section
Rock Rollover
Armored Water 
Crossing
Stabilised Root 
Section
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Lane Poole Reserve - Dwellingup Trail Hub 21

OVERVIEW
Trail 5 is a proposed single direction moderate classification 
cross country loop trail with a combination of technical and flow 
sections. Trail 5 forms the third moderate classification XC loop 
of the inner network. This trail loop is different in orientation to 
trails 3 and 4 in that it works its way from the western end of 
the network rather than the eastern end. The loop will see riders 
tackle the southern face of the hill twice, making use of higher 
speed sections through natural rock to create a sense of flow in 
amongst the rocky natural terrain. The climbs employ mellow 
gradients to maintain rider speed, whilst the descents are left 
relatively open in nature to deliver an exciting rider experience. 
Trail 5 meets at an intersection with Trail 1, where it completes 
the blue inner network. Construction of the trail will put an 
emphasis on maintaining and enhancing the natural lay of the land 
wherever possible, building onto existing rock formations to create 
memorable trail features.

Trail IDProposed Blue LOOP Three 05
MODERATE

BLUE SQUARE
Moderate 
Blue Square

Difficult
Black Diamond

Extreme
Double Black Diamond

Easiest
White Circle

Easy 
Green Circle

TRAIL DETAILS
Trail ID 5

Provisional Name Blue Loop Three

Classification Moderate - Blue Square

Strategic Value Low

Trail Type Cross Country

Trail Style Flowing Technical Trail

Use Single - Mountain Bike Only

Direction Single Direction

Ascent / Descent Varies

Options Black Optional Features & Lines

Corridor Width 20m

Trail Length 850m

Vertical Range 10m

Elevation Variation 20m

Prevailing Cross Slopes Gentle - Steep (5 - 25%)

Average Trail Gradient 5%

Maximum Trail Gradient 20% < 50m

Minimum Line of Sight 7.5m

Tread Width 600-900mm (Finished)

Qualifier / Filter TTF at Entry

DEVELOPMENT COSTING
Construction Type New Trail

Est. Design Cost $2,550 

Est. Construction Cost $22,525 

Est. Total Trail Cost $25,075 

TECHNICAL TRAIL FEATURES
TURNS VERTICAL CHANGE OBSTACLES

Berm
Insloped 
Descending Turn
Optional 
Technical Inside 
Line
Climbing Turn
Technical 
Climbing Turn
Insloped Climbing 
Turn
Rolling Crown 
Switchback

Roll In
Rollers
Kicker Jump
Tabletop
Rollable Double
Step Up Jump
Step Down Jump
Hip Jump
Whoops
Grade Reversal
Rollable Step Down
Drop Off
Obstacle Step Up
Chicane
Choke

Rock Garden
Rock Causeway
Exposed Bedrock
Dual Rock Section
Rock Rollover
Armored Water 
Crossing
Stabilised Root 
Section
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Murray Valley Concept Plan22

Generally, conditions on the site are relatively low in complexity 
for trail construction, and conventional machinery methodologies 
can be applied. Factors that may increase the complexity of 
construction include trail orientation, style, cross slope gradients, 
level of vegetation, ground conditions, construction technique and 
the level of naturalisation and finish to be applied. 

Table 3 outlines the estimated cost for design and construction of 
each trail, including a nominal signage cost and an estimated trail 
head cost.

DEVELOPMENT COST
Development costs for design, construction and provision of 
signage are provided in the below table. The following assumptions 
have been made in developing the costs: 

• Supporting facilities such as car parks, toilets and trailhead 
structures have not been costed.

• Allowance of average industry rates plus 10% contingency for 
increased trail lengths during detailed design.

A construction complexity rating has been determined for each 
trail, taking into account the above factors. The complexity rating is 
applied to the base cost per linear metre rate, to provide an opinion 
of probable costs for trail construction at the concept planning 
stage.

COSTING

Table 3: Estimated cost per Trail

Trail ID Trail Name Length $/m 
Design 
Rate

Design 
Cost

$/m Construction Rate Construction Cost Signage & Trail 
Head Cost

Total Cost

Stage 1 - Fully Funded

2 Green Link 800  $3  $2,400 $26.50  $21,200   $23,600 

3 Blue Loop One 1700  $3  $5,100 $26.50  $45,050   $50,150 

4 Blue Loop Two 1150  $3  $3,450 $26.50  $30,475   $33,925 

5 Blue Loop Three 850  $3  $2,550 $26.50  $22,525   $25,075 

Sub Total 4500 $13,500  $119,250  $132,750 

Signage & Trail Heads (included in Stage 1  $11,900  $11,900 

SUB TOTAL STAGE 1  $144,650

Future Stage Development- As Required

1 Green River Trail 3200  $3 Included  $35.00  $112,000  Up to Max  $112,000 

Sub Total  $112,000 

GRAND TOTAL  $256,650
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CONCEPT PLAN

Collie Town Trails - Trail Network - Concept Plan

GLOSSARY
LOCATION SIGNIFICANCE
Location Significance is used to define the appropriate scale, reach 
and connectedness of a location. It also identifies the location’s 
required supporting services and infrastructure to meet the 
significance rating.

Nationally significant locations capture the tourism market for at 
least a week of unique riding and can provide a large recreation 
resource for a major population centre. They must be developed 
to cater for international, interstate and intrastate tourism as a 
priority. Facilities should be developed within a 20-25km zone, 
which equates to approximately 20 minutes driving, and must be 
focused around either a primary trail centre or trail hub model. 
They must provide a high level of services and infrastructure and 
should have the ability to cater for major international and national 
events. Excluding long distance trails, over 80km of trail must be 
developed with a majority of single track forming at least four 
major loops. Where possible and appropriate locations of national 
significance should develop a diverse range of trail types and must 
have classifications suitable to all abilities. National locations will 
see significant demand for trails and must meet all development 
procedures and standards on all land types.

Regionally significant locations cater for tourism short breaks 
or weekend trips and can provide a recreation resource to larger 
communities. They should be developed primarily to cater for 
interstate and intrastate tourism use and community based trail 
use. Facilities should be developed within a 15-20km zone, which 
equates to approximately 15 minutes driving, and must be focused 
around either a primary trail centre or trail hub model. They should 
provide a minimum level of services and infrastructure and should 
have the ability to cater for national and regional events. Excluding 
long distance trails, at least 30km of trail must be developed with a 
majority of single track forming at least two major loops. Locations 
of regional significance should develop broad trail types and 
classifications. Regional locations will see demand for trails from 
the surrounding national locations and should meet development 
procedures and standards. 

Locally significant locations should be developed primarily to 
cater for community based trail use with tourism demand limited 
to day use. Facilities should be developed within a 10-15km zone 
of population centres unless servicing existing recreation and 
camp sites, or significant population centres where alternate 
opportunities do not exist. Locally significant locations are typically 
limited to trail networks and individual trails. They can be stand-
alone systems with limited services and infrastructure with the 
ability to cater for events. Excluding long distance trails, up to 
30km of trail may be developed with a high majority of single track 
forming at least two major loops. Locations of local significance 
may develop limited trail types and classifications, and while 
providing for beginners, should focus on intermediate and above 
classifications. Local locations may see demand from surrounding 
regional and national locations and should meet development 
procedures and standards.

TRAIL TYPE
Trail type defines the style of trail and its typical attributes. 
Different trail types suit different styles of riding and typically each 
trail type will have a specific kind of mountain bike designed to 
suit. Different cohorts use different types of trails and all trail types 
can have varying classifications.

Cross Country (XC) Primarily single-track orientated with a 

combination of climbing and descending trails and natural trail 
features of varying technicality. Cross Country trails appeal to 
the majority market and can cater for timed competitive events. 
Typically bikes are lightweight with shorter travel dual suspension 
or no rear suspension. 

All Mountain (AM) Similar to Cross Country and primarily single-
trail orientated, with greater emphasis on technical descents, 
with non-technical climbs. All Mountain trails can cater for timed 
Enduro competitive events. Bikes are typically light-medium weight 
with medium-travel dual suspension.

Downhill (DH) Purely descent only trails with emphasis on speed 
and technical challenge. These trails can cater for timed Downhill 
competitive racing. Downhill trails appeal to the more experienced 
market and typically require uplift to the trailhead via chairlift or 
vehicle shuttle. Bikes are designed for descending and are typically 
long-travel dual suspension and built for strength over weight.

Freeride (FR) Typically descent focused trails with emphasis solely 
on technical challenge. Trails feature both built and natural terrain 
technical features with a focus on drops and jumps. Appeals to 
the more experienced market and caters for competitions judging 
maneuvers and skills only. Bikes are typically medium to long-travel 
dual suspension and are built for strength. 

Park (PK) Built feature environment with emphasis on maneuvers, 
skills and progression. Appeals to wide market including youth and 
can cater for competitions judging aerial maneuvers. Can include 
Jump and Pump Tracks and Skills Park. Typically dirt surfaced but 
can include hardened surfaces. Bikes are typically built for strength, 
with short travel suspension. 

Touring (TR) Typically long distance riding on reasonably uniform 
surface conditions and lower grades. Touring trails are dual 
direction linear trails or long distance circuits with a focus on 
reaching a destination. Touring trails can include rail trails, access/
fire roads and single track. While there is a limited market for long 
distance mountain biking, touring trails can be ridden in sections 
making them accessible to all. If carrying panniers bikes are usually 
robust with limited suspension, however, for short sections or day 
trips most mountain bikes are suitable.

While diverse, each of the trail types meet a different market 
segment. It is important that the majority of trails cater for the 
existing and potential market majority.

TRAIL CLASSIFICATIONS
Trail classifications allow land managers to develop trails that are 
appropriately designed for the anticipated trail users and to provide 
suitable levels of facilities and management.

Mountain biking trail classifications are guided by the Western 
Australian Mountain Bike Guidelines. Trails are rated from easiest 
through to extremely difficult. The difficulty rating system outlines 
the ratings, which are determined by trail width, tread surface, 
average trail gradient, maximum trail gradient and natural 
obstacles and technical trail features. The mountain bike trail 
classifications in Western Australia are;

Easiest - White Circle (WH) Typically wide trail with smooth 
terrain and low gradients. Surface may be uneven, loose or muddy 
at times but free from unavoidable obstacles. Recommended for 
novice riders.

Easy - Green Circle (GN) Typically flowing open trails on firm 
terrain with gentle gradients. Surface may be uneven, loose or 
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muddy at times. Riders may encounter small rollable obstacles and 
technical trail features.  Recommended for beginner mountain 
bikers.

Moderate – Blue Square (BU) Typically narrow trail with loose, 
soft, rocky or slippery sections and hills with short steep sections. 
Riders will encounter obstacles and technical trail features. 
Recommended for riders with some technical mountain biking 
experience. 

Difficult - Black Diamond (BL) - Trails with variable surfaces and 
steep gradients. Riders will encounter large obstacles and technical 
trail features. Recommended for experienced riders with good 
technical skill levels.

Extreme - Double Black Diamond (DB) Trails may contain highly 
variable surfaces, very challenging terrain and/or very steep 
sections. Riders will encounter committing and unavoidable 
obstacles and technical trail features that may not be rollable. 
Recommended for very experienced riders with high level technical 
skill levels.

TRAIL USERS & COHORTS
Trails are enjoyed by a diverse range of users including walkers, 
trail runners, cyclists, mountain-bikers, paddlers, equestrian and 
motorised vehicle enthusiasts.  

Understanding the various trail users and trail cohorts needs, 
expectations and requirements is essential in ensuring the long 
term sustainability of trails . Trail users are the user groups defined 
by different recreational pursuits and Mountain Bikers are broadly 
categorised into the Off Road Cycling user group. This user group 
can be further divided into the following cohorts:

TRAIL COHORTS 
Trail Cohorts are the sub groups of each trail user group and are 
defined by their differing trail requirements and expectations. Each 
cohort has differing trail type requirements, however there are also 
numerous overlaps between some segments. Different cohorts also 
have different barriers to entry and require different levels of trail 
user friendliness. The Off Road Cycling cohorts can be defined as;

Leisure (LS) Includes general cyclists of all ages and abilities and 
is potentially the largest market. Typically they ride infrequently, 
often have limited appropriate skills and require very accessible 
trails. They are not members of clubs and they are more likely to 
use highly accessible routes close to home, or make the journey to 
trail facilities with amenities and services such as bike hire, cafes 
and toilets. 

Enthusiast (EN) Enthusiasts are purely recreational mountain 
bikers with moderate skills and variable fitness, and ride weekly. 
They are typically aged 29-49 and form the existing market 
majority. They typically don’t compete in events and they 
possess limited outdoors experience. They prefer trails with good 
trail signage and seek technical but not too challenging trails. 
Enthusiast mountain bikers are the most likely to take short breaks 
to different areas.

Sport (SP) Competitive mountain bikers, who ride regular routes 
multiple times a week and are members of mountain bike clubs, 
they are a small but influential market. They are willing to seek 
less accessible trails, have a high fitness level and are technically 
proficient but may have limited outdoor skills. They ride a very wide 
variety of trails.

Indipendent (IN) Skilled outdoor enthusiasts who ride once a week 

and are technically proficient with good level of fitness. Generally 
they are a small market. Often involved in other outdoor activities, 
they are capable of planning their own rides and ride a very wide 
variety of trail classifications. The adventurous aspect is more 
important than the technical challenge and they seek more remote 
trails.

Gravity (GR) Highly skilled technical riders who seek very 
challenging trails, typically ride at least once a week and are often 
members of clubs. They represent a small market that requires 
purpose built trails, which are repeatedly used in a concentrated 
manner. Gravity riders seek specific trails with the highest 
classifications. The potential mountain bike market does not align 
to the aspirational market. The following chart shows user cohorts 
and their potential market segments. 
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TENDER 09/2017 FOR THE MECHANICAL FUEL REDUCTION OF RESERVE 36801 
 

      
Tenders are invited and will be received until 2pm, 18th July 2017 for the mechanical fuel reduction 
of Reserve 36801 on a cost neutral basis. It is requested that tenders detail any community benefit 
arising from the methodology used.  
 
Tender documents are available by on the Shire of Collie web site or by emailing 
colshire@collie.wa.gov.au. Technical enquiries regarding the tender should be directed to Andrew 
Dover, Director Development Services on (08) 97349000.   
 
Tenders must be enclosed in a sealed envelope marked "Tender 09/2017” and be addressed to the 
CEO, Shire of Collie, 87 Throssell Street, Collie WA 6225. 

The Shire of Collie may decline to accept any tender.  Canvassing of councillors will disqualify the 
tenderer.  

 
 
David Blurton  
Chief Executive Officer 
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